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Abstract . Rights jiirisprudence in Canada dates back as far as Confederation in

1867. Between this date and 1982, the organizing principle of Confederation -
federalism - has kept this jurisprudence solely within the supremacy of
Parliament, subject to its confines and division ofpowers. After 1982, however, a
new constitutional organizing principle was introduced, when Prime Minister

Pierre Trudeau introduced the patriation initiative, touted as the "people's

package". Individual rights and freedoms were now guaranteed by the

Constitution. Citizens of Canada now had a direct link to the Constitution via the

Charter and there were now two significantly different organizing principles

within the constitutional order widch created an unstable coexistence. This

instability has led to a clash between judicially enforced Charter rights and
federalism. The Charter has since had both a nationalizing and centralizing

effect on Canadian federalism.

This thesis explores the relationship between rights and federalism in Canada
fix)m Confederation to present day by comparing the jurisprudence ofpre and post

Charter Canada. An analysis of Supreme Court's (and its predecessor's, the

JCPC) decisions shows the profound effect the Charter has had on Canadian

federalism. The result has been an undermining of federalism in Canada, with

Parliamentary Supremacy replaced by Constitutional supremacy, and ultimately.

Judicial Supremacy. Moreover, rights discourse has largely replaced federalism

discourse. Canadians have become very attached to their Charter, and are

unwilling to allow any changes to the constitution that may affect their rights as

political elites discovered the hard way after the collapse of the Meech and
Charlottetown Accords. If federalism is to remain a relevant and viable

organizing principle in the Constitution, then governments, especially at the

provincial level, must find new and iimovative ways to assert their importance

within the federation.
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1.

Introduction

On a cold and rainy April morning in 1982, amidst a good deal of controversy,

celebration, and a significant degree of political conflict, the Charter of Rights and

Freedoms was entrenched in the Canadian constitution. Since then, the Charter has

transfonned the Canadian political and legal landscape, fundamentally changing the

role and responsibility of Canadian courts, and forever altering the relationship

between individual Canadians and their constitution. Then Prime Minister Pierre

Trudeau said that enshrining individual rights in the Constitution was an essential

aspect of guaranteeing to all Canadians that their rights would be protected from

government action. Moreover, with the Constitution patriated, Canada, with all the

partners in the federation working together, would be able to change and improve

upon the text of the Constitution as they saw fit and necessary. Canada witnessed the

dawn of a new era of political discourse, one that, according to Trudeau, future

generations of Canadians could look back on with pride.

The Charter is widely credited with transforming, in particular, the Supreme

Court's agenda, decisions, and workload.' The Constitution Act, 1982, created in

Canada a judicially enforced charter of rights entrenched in the Constitution, the

supreme law of Canada. Former Chief Justice Antonio Lamer called the passing of

the Charter "a revolution on the scale of the introduction of the metric system, the

great medical discoveries of Louis Pasteur, and the invention of penicillin and the

laser." Moreover, vdth the Court's traditional judicial role no longer confined to
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arbitrating jurisdictional conflicts between two orders of government, judges have

seen a fundamental change in their responsibilities.^ Both critics and supporters of

the Charter have claimed that it has produced a number of important changes on the

social and political landscape in Canada, hi particular, there has been a shift from the

traditional federalism framework of constitutional politics to a rights-based

framework. Consequently, "the change has signalled an end to the historic reluctance

ofjudges to enter in to a sphere previously considered explicitly political and as such,

the exclusive prerogative of Parliament."^ The courts, and in particular the Supreme

Court, have moved on to centre stage as political actors in creating and advancing

social policy in Canada. They have passed judgment on the constitutionality of a

tremendously broad range of political and social issues from abortion, to gay rights,

to euthanasia.

Many observers often assume that the principal effect of the Charter is on the

courts. What should not be overlooked is how a judicially reviewable charter of

rights has affected federalism in Canada. Before 1 982, federalism, and the division of

legislative powers that derive from it, monopolized Canadian political and

constitutional history. The Charter adds an interesting dynamic to Canadian

constitutional dialogue, precisely because it proposes a new framework, a new

paradigm of understanding, a new lens through which to examine Canadian

constitutional jurisprudence. Similarly, the Charter has had a profound effect on the

relationship between the Federal Government and the provinces, the relationship

between the courts and Parliamentary supremacy, the ability of all levels of

government to enact legislation, and more specifically, federalism in Canada. This
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has resulted in calls for major reforms in the judicial system, namely the selection

process of the Supreme Court appointments, as well as a re-examination of the

current legislative division of powers by provincial elites whose governments believe

they have lost power as a result of the impact ofthe Charter.

The focus of this thesis is the relationship between the Charter and

federalism. The Constitution Act, 1982, has within its text, "two competing visions of

the relation of the constitution to the peoples and governments of Canada,"^ ^^dlich

create an unstable coexistence that "impairs the effective working of the

constitution."^ Simply put, the Charter and the amending formula^ - also adopted in

1982 as part of the constitutional package - clash over the fundamental purpose ofthe

constitution. According to Alan Cairns, the amending formula "presupposes that

federalism is the most important constitutional organizing principle, that governments

are the major actors in federalism."^ Formal constitutional change falls within the

exclusive prerogative of governments and any change of the constitution that affects

their power within federalism is correctly a matter for those governments to address.^

The Charter, however, presupposes that the citizen is as much a part of the

constitution and is of no less importance than government. While the amending

formula bestows sovereignty upon the federal and provincial governments by virtue

of their collective ability formally to amend the constitution, the Charter is the

'people's constitution' and based on the premise that their rights are paramount to

those of government. ^^ The conflicting relationship between federalism and the

Charter has resulted in a weakening of federalism in Canada. Since 1982, in the

courts, rights discourse largely has eclipsed federalism discourse. The Charter, in
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effect, has redefined Canadian society as a single community of rights bearers with a

pan-Canadian identity that makes only limited concessions to provincialism.^'

"Succinctly, the Charter states what the amending formula denies, that 'federalism is

not enough' - that Canadians are more than a federal people."'^ .

I ' . To better understand the argument put forward here, it is necessary to

understand what federalism is, and more specifically what Canadian federalism is.

K.C. Wheare offers the classic definition of federalism as "the method of dividing

powers so that the general and regional governments are each within a sphere

coordinate and independent."'^ A second definition of federalism is offered by A.V.

Dicey who argues that a completely developed federal state has three leading

characteristics. The first is a division of powers among different orders of

government, each with limited and coordinate powers. The second characteristic is a

supreme constitution that lays the foundation of the division of powers for each

government. Finally, the third characteristic of a fully developed federal state is a

court system with the authority to interpret the constitution.'"* Although both of these

defmitions are overly simplistic in their description, they do define the principal

foundation of a federal state in its rudimentary form.

Based on Wheare' s and Dicey' s definitions, Canada is not a true federal state

by design. Wheare described Canada as a 'quasi-federal state'. The original terms of

the Constitution Act, 1867, '^ were far from creating Canada as a true federal state by

Wheare's definition. There were a number of centralizing features in the 1867 Act

that in many respects subordinated the provinces to the federal government.'^

Nevertheless, since Confederation, there have been numerous judicial decisions,
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largely by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council (JCPC), that have interpreted

certain constitutional provisions in such a manner as to restrict the ability of the

federal government to interfere with the autonomy and independence of the

provinces. In the early years after Confederation, the JCPC took a very narrow

interpretation of the Federal government's ability to enact laws for the 'Peace Order

and Good Government' (POGG) of Canada, while at the same time, interpreting the

provincial powers of 'Property and Civil Rights' under section 92(13) in the broadest

possible sense. Similarly, the significant subordinating clauses of the original 1867

Act, such as the power of disallowance and reservation, have fallen into disuse.

While still part of the formal constitution, convention dictates that they could not be

used for the simple reason that, as Patrick Monahan argues, reserving or disallowing

provincial legislation is "wholly inconsistent" with the principles of federalism. As

Monahan states, 'today there can be no doubt that both in law and in practice the

provinces are independent of the federal government... It is clear, therefore, that

Canada qualifies as a federal state."^^

Alain-G Gagnon states that federalism means different things to different

people. In one aspect, Gagnon describes federalism as a conflict-solving mechanism

in that it provides a shield for minority groups that otherwise would be threatened.

Similarly, it is also an "expression of democratic practices encouraging innovation in

policy preferences and political choices at the territorial level."^^ Gagnon defines

federalism as "a political device for establishing viable institutions and flexible

relationships capable of facilitating interstate relations," such as a division of powers

between orders of government. Moreover, Gagnon states that the question of territory
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is fundamental to any study of federalism.^' He argues that there is a distinction

between American federalism and European federalism and that both systems exist in

Canada. Thus, as Gagnon describes, "Canada, then, constitutes a imique laboratory

for students in that varying political traditions compete with one another for political

relevance and by extension, for political power."^

The two competing concepts of federalism are drawn out along traditional

cleavages between Quebec on the one hand, and the "rest of Canada" on the other.

To oversimplify, Quebec views Canada as a duality, the product of two founding

peoples who entered into a compact as equals. Quebec is influenced greatly by

European traditions of federalism that "encourage the expression of many different

political streams in the body politic."^ European federalism stresses the "value of

community, is more likely to encourage collective choice, and tends to recognize the

importance of provincial governments as the guardians of regional identities."^'* By

contrast, there is a common conception and understanding throughout English Canada

that Canada is a imion of ten provinces equal in law, if not in size or economy. As

such, there exists in English Canada a competing view of federalism that

predominantly is influenced by the American model of federalism which stresses the

one-nation concept, built on a liberalism "that emphasizes individual liberty, views

the state as a means to protecting liberty, and typically looks to the national

government for leadership."^^ The distinction between these two concepts of

federalism in Canada is an important and necessary one because the entrenchment of

the Charter in the constitution has a different meaning and a different symbolism for
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Quebec than it does for English Canada. As a consequence, it has a different effect

on federalism in Quebec than it does on the rest of Canada.

Canada is a different kind of federal state, very much imlike the American

model of federalism, because it contains two distinct language communities that are

more or less geographically independent of each other, and capable of forming two

complete nations.^^ The creation of a Canadian 'nationalism' was a guiding principle

in which Trudeau found inspiration for a new constitutional order. Popular

sovereignty and enshrining individual rights in the constitution were the foundations

of building a single indivisible Canadian nation.^^ The patriation of the constitution,

however, in the words of Guy Laforest, "struck a fatal blow to the compromise of

1867, which was based on the refusal of homogeneity and on implicit acceptance of

national duality."^^

Peter Russell argues that in order to understand fully how the Charter

influences politics in Canada it is necessary to recognize the three planes on which

the Charter operates. The first plane is that of political culture, 'Vhere the Charter

affects how Canadians think of themselves as citizens and their attitudes toward

government." At this level the Charter functions primarily as a symbol to

Canadians. In the broad context of constitutional discourse, the Charter

fundamentally changes who the constitution is for, and who it benefits. As Cairns

explains, *the traditional cleavages of federalism that required the constitution to

fashion harmonious coexistence between our federal and provincial selves now

encompasses a diminishing proportion of who we are as a people."^^ Canadians are

now part of the constitutional order that is the "supreme law of Canada."^
^
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Consequently, the Charter has created new cleavages, or at least, reignited past

cleavages. For mdividuals and minority interest groups alike, the constitution now

speaks directly to them through the various sections of the Charter and provides to

them a direct link to the constitution. As a result, in a very short period of time

following the entrenchment of the Charter, these groups have all "developed

enhanced constitutional self consciousness."^^ They represent a new actor in the

body politic referred to as "charter Canadians"^^ or the "Court Party."^ To them, the

old language of federalism is not central to the new constitutional discourse. The

newly politicized social categories of sex, ethnicity, religion, and others, transcend

federal and provincial spheres ofjurisdiction and generate a new dialogue on citizen-

state relations, denying ownership of the constitution to governments by reaffirming

that the rights of the citizen are paramount to those of the government. While

federalism continues to remain an important concept in understanding our origins, the

language of rights that is embraced by the Charter represents a new organizing

principle and a new constitutional discourse.

The second plane that Russell discusses is the application of the Charter by

the courts. It is the judicial decisions through charter litigation that actually give

meaning to the text of the Charter}^ This has led to what some academic critics of

the Charter have called "a regime of constitutional supremacy verging on judicial

supremacy." The Supreme Court is no longer only an umpire between the Federal

Government and the provinces. Rather, it is a political actor involved in vital

political, moral, and social debates. This has led further to the creation of an

asymmetrical relationship between rights discourse and federalism discourse in the
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courts because "in a competition between a Charter-sustained Canadian value and a

provincial value, the latter will lose."^^ While the effect ofthe Charter is the same on

the Federal Government, the impact is much different. "Charter nullification of a

federal executive or legislative act is an afifinnation of Canadian values and thus

strengthens a discourse that defines Canadians in other than provincial tenns.*^*

Thus, a judicially enforced charter undennines federalism because it changes the

cooperative relationship between the federal government and the provinces. It allows

the courts through their decisions to encroach on the exclusive provincial spheres of

jurisdiction, ultimately creating a hierarchical order by subordinating the provinces to

a national standard. Consequently, the provinces have been mounting pressure on the

Federal government for a re-examination, and possible reform, of the appointment

process ofjudges to the Supreme Court of Canada.^^

The third plane that the Charter operates on, according to Russell, is the way

the Charter permeates the very design process of public policy and legislation.'*^

From the early stages of drafting legislation, there is a great potential for Canadian

values to influence provincial variations in policy and administrative behaviour.

Lawyers in boardrooms, and politicians in committees, review and scrutinize every

piece of legislation that is being drafted, or every new government policy or service

being implemented, to ensure that it is 'Charter-proof. Similar to a fiscal audit, the

full spectrum of government activities becomes subject to a Charter audit.^*

Ministries of Justice have moved to the forefront in governments as new central

agencies in what James Kelly has described as bureaucratic activism, "a process

whereby the development of policy within the administrative state has been
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restructured to incorporate an extensive Charter review of policy proposals.*^^ Kelly

argues that this is a new alternative fonn of activism in response to the growing

judicial activism by the courts, to ensure that the political executive retains control

over its policy agenda.'*^ Nevertheless, the implications for federalism on this plane

are that federal and provincial elites begin to lose power. PoUcy options become

further limited, and the ability of political elites to enact the legislation they want

becomes hampered with the pervasive influence ofthe Charter.

The American Experience

The Canadian Charter is often seen as the culmination of American influence

on Canadian politics, as it represents a stark departure fix)m the traditions of the

British Parliamentary system. It would be prudent at this time, therefore, to examine

briefly the American experience in relation to Canada's, as an entrenched bill of

rights is widely seen as an American concept. On the surface, there are a number of

striking similarities between Canada and the United States. Both countries are

relatively wealthy, educated, and ethnically diverse; both were at one time British

colonies. There are also a number of similarities between political institutions. Both

countries have a bicameral legislature, are federally structured societies with two

orders of government and have regular free elections to elect their leaders. Likewise,

both countries have a supreme court and they both believe in democracy, due process,

and the rule of law. Finally, the most important similarity for this study is that each

country has its own entrenched charter or bill of rights. The United States in

particular has over two centuries of experience, history, and jurisprudence with rights
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and federalism. However, there are a number of key diflferences between these two

countries that significantly change the way in which a charter of rights relates to

federalism.

The first such distinction is cultural, specifically related to Quebec. The

United States does not have a state within its federation that is remotely similar to

Quebec vis-a-vis the rest of Canada. While there is a large segment of the American

population that is Spanish speaking, they are not a majority in any state at present, so

EngUsh is the only official language. Moreover, referring back to Alain Gagnon's

two distinctions of federalism in Canada, the political purposes of the provinces

uniting federally are different from the American experience. The original purpose of

federalism in Canada was to preserve, in particular, the distinct society of Quebec as

one of two foimding nations (European federalism), contrary to the United States that

united federally for economic and physical security as one nation (American

federalism).

The second major distinction is the structure of the judicial system. The

Supreme Court is the highest and consequently, the most powerfiil court in Canada,

sitting at the apex of the Canadian judicial system. As a general final court of appeal

in Canada, it has the last word and final interpretation in all areas of Canadian law

including provincial, federal, administrative, criminal, tax, and constitutional

(including federalism and the division of powers, and the Charter of Rights and

Freedoms)^. Moreover, its decisions are binding on all the courts below it, ensuring

one national standard. In essence, the Canadian model is a unitary system in a

hierarchical structure. This contrasts distinctly with the American model. The
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national government in the United States has no control over the fifty state systems of

courts. There is no hierarchical structure in the justice system between the Federal

Supreme Court and the state supreme courts, hi short, the judicial system is

structured federally with each court system "sovereign" within its competent

jurisdiction. The result is a duel court system with fifty-one court systems operating

at an equal level with state courts enforcing state law and federal courts enforcing

federal law. As such, state variations in local policy have significantly more

protections against the centralizing effects of a bill of rights.^^ However, there is one

important similarity and that is with respect to constitutional matters ^^erein the

United States Supreme Court has final say over the meaning and interpretation of the

constitution and its decisions are binding on all courts in the US.

The third major difference is the selection process of Supreme Court justices.

In Canada, justices are appointed by the Governor-General on advice fi*om the Prime

Minister. Currently, according to the Supreme Court Act, the nine members of the

Supreme Court of Canada, (the Chief Justice and eight puisne Justices), are appointed

by the Governor in Council on the advice of the Prime Minister and the Minister of

Justice "who represent Cabinet. The appointee must either be a judge of a superior

provincial court or be a barrister or advocate of at least ten years standing at the bar.'*^

The only other restriction is that three of the justices must be fi-om Quebec and that by

convention three justices come fi-om Ontario, two fi^om the Western Provinces, and

one justice fix)m the Atlantic Provinces. Everything else concerning the appointment

process is left to the discretion of the appointing Cabinet."*^ Similarly, the Prime

Minister also appoints all the justices to the provincial courts of appeal and the
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superior courts. As Such, the Prime Minister can appoint judges who are sympathetic

to the federal government with no real resistance by the provinces. Further, Andr6

Bzdera argues that federal high courts are best characterized as nationalist and

centralist, "...largely the result of the strong institutional factors that link the federal

high court to the political institutions of the central government, notably the process

by which judges are appointed."^^

In the United States, Supreme Court justices are nominated by the President

and ratified by the Senate. To be approved, the nominee must go before a Senate

selection committee and answer questions put forth by members of the Senate,

usually on hypothetical legal questions that either have come before the court in the

past, or could come before the court in the future. The significance of this selection

process is that the Senate is comprised of elected members who represent their states.

As such, they have the potential to ensure that a future member of the Supreme Court

will be sympathetic to state needs. Moreover, judges at the state level are elevated to

their positions by a wide array of various appointment processes, so the President has

no control over justices in the individual states.^'

Thesis Outline

This study is broken down into four parts. Chapter two will examine the

evolutionary relationship between rights and federalism from Confederation until the

entrenchment of the Charter. It often is argued that rights discourse in Canada does

not begin imtil the passing of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms in 1982. The

original fi-amework of the British North America Act, 1867, excludes explicit
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guarantees for individual rights, although some collective rights were entrenched in

sections 93 and 133. The framers of the constitution opted for a constitution "similar

in Principle to that of the United Kingdom"^^ - a system founded on the principle of

Parliamentary supremacy (albeit a federally structured constitution very much unlike

that of the United Kingdom). Notwithstanding that, the concept of constitutionally

protected rights and civil liberties in Canada was not a new feature in the political

landscape that was imposed onto Canadian society out of a vacuum in 1982. On the

contrary, there has been in Canada a long history of rights jurisprudence that has

evolved over time.

From Confederation up to 1982, there existed a rights discourse within the

framework of federalism and the Canadian constitution. The paramountcy of

federalism was a dominant theme throughout the pre-Charter rights jurisprudence.

Nevertheless, rights and civil liberties were protected by the courts despite the lack of

any semblance of an entrenched bill of rights. This often was accomplished, albeit

with some rather creative interpretations on more than one occasion, through the

courts by using a division of powers analysis when interpreting rights cases. This

time period, however, exhibited a mixed record of protecting rights and freedoms,

clearly a result of limited institutional and constitutional rules that governed rights, a

situation that would not be corrected imtil the passing of the Charter. By the 1960s,

there was a growing rights consciousness developing in Canada; the growing new

class of citizens who were of neither French nor British origin were becoming

increasingly active and organized.^^ In an attempt to weaken the centrifiigal forces

that were developing in the federation, and to impede the separatist threat that was
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growing in Quebec, the Federal Government actively tried to harness the new rights

consciousness. In 1968, the Federal Government proposed a number of fundamental

constitutional changes, including a new amending formula, and a charter of rights,

that would spawn a fourteen year constitutional war with the provinces that finally

culminated in 1982 with the patriation of the constitution and ultimately, with a new

constitutional discourse.

The third ch^ter will look at the promise of the Charter during the

negotiating process, focusing on the various debates concerning the Charter and its

potential/perceived impact on federalism, the division of powers, and the autonomy

of the provinces. Likewise, this chapter will examine the timeline of events that led

to the patriation of the constitution. The substance of the proposed charter of rights,

as well as the process the Federal Government attempted to use to entrench the

document, created both contentious and divisive issues for federalism. The Charter

represented a fundamental change to the constitutional order. Federalism and

Parliamentary supremacy had lasted for over a century as the two pillars of the

constitution; the Charter undoubtedly would become a third. It was clear to those

involved that even though the Charter alone did not alter directly the division of

powers, it did show great potential to affect the legislative competence of the

provinces, as well as to define a new and prominent roll for the courts in Canadian

politics. Supporters of the Charter argued that its impact would at best be minimal to

provincial autonomy. Critics of the Charter were far more skeptical. They

recognized the Charter not as an altruistic endeavour by the government to advance

himian rights and improve the human condition in Canada, but as a deliberate attempt
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by Trudeau to counter the growing separatist movement in Quebec and undermine the

rise ofprovincialism that was growing across the country.

This study will then proceed by examining how the Charter has affected

federalism in Canada. More specifically, the next two chapters will look at the

incongruity that lies within the constitution between a judicially enforced charter and

federalism, the factors that have led to the shifting of constitutional discourse from a

federalism discourse to a rights discourse, and the split between Quebec and the rest

of Canada with respect to the success of the Charter at unifying the coimtry.

Influenced in part by the new-found power of the courts to strike down any law that is

inconsistent with the rights guarantees of the Charter, and in part by the changing

demography of the Canadian population, charter-politics and the language of rights

have become a direct challenge to federalism and the language of government. As

Cairns has observed, "The ethnicity of the new non-aboriginal, multicultural, and

multiracial Canada largely concentrated in metropolitan centres caimot be 'managed'

by federalism. . . Canadians are becoming a new people for whom the past of Wolfe

and Montcalm is truly another country and for whom federalism has declined in

instrumental value."^^ The percentage of the population that is of neither French nor

English origin typically is hostile to dualist conceptions of the country. Moreover,

the Charter allows Canadians to identify themselves directly within the constitutional

order as rights-bearing individuals, equal to, and deserving of status and privilege

previously enjoyed by governments.

Nevertheless, Canada still is comprised of two dominant and very distinct

linguistic and cultural groups, the French in Quebec, and the English in the 'Rest of
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Canada'. Immigrants, or at least their children, tend over time to integrate with one

or other of these groups, usually the English. Moreover, Quebec has distinguished

itself from the rest of Canada not only by language, but by geographic area,

government, legal system, and custom.^"* Accordingly, the fourth chapter will

examine the relationship between the Charter and Quebec specifically, and how a

rights discourse has impacted federalism in Quebec. The province of Quebec dways

has envisioned its historical place in the federation as distinct from that of other

provioces. The political purposes of federalism have a different meaning for Quebec

and as such, it is assumed that the impact of the Charter would be different for

Quebec than for the other provinces. Moreover, the sections of the Charter that cover

minority language education rights, freedom of expression, and mobility rights

present a far greater influence on Quebec's language and cultural policy, an issue that

is paramount to Quebec but largely inconsequential to the rest of Canada in general.

(With the exception ofNew Brunswick, Canada's only officially bilingual province.)

The fifth chapter v^U examine the broad implications of the Charter for

Canadian federalism as a whole. The argument presented here proceeds in three

phases. The first is that the Charter has had a significant centralizing impact on

federalism, ultimately undermining the traditional division of powers framework in

the Constitution Act, 1867, by interfering with the legislative competence of both

orders of government. Second, the judicialization of politics that has occurred as a

consequence of a judicially enforced charter of rights has transferred ultimate

legislative authority to the courts and ushered in a new era of judicial supremacy at

the expense of Parliamentary supremacy. And third, the addition of the Charter to
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the constitution has created what Cairns has described as an 'unstable coexistence'

that threatens to cripple the effective workings of the constitution. The Charter has

created a third pillar in the constitutional order that generates a counter discourse to

the traditional federalism discourse. This is evidenced first by the growing charter

jurisprudence that slowly has been replacing provincial community values with

national standards. Second, the failure of the Meech Lake and Charlottetown

Accords has highlighted the clash between the old order of federalism and the new

order of rights, demonstrating that the hegemony of the traditional discourse of the

constitution has been successfully challenged and threatened v^th becoming obsolete

as an organizing principle.

Summary

The Canadian constitution underwent a tremendous transformation in 1982,

unparalleled by any other change since Confederation. Canadian political discourse

has been transformed from the traditional federalism fi-amework into a new arena of

constitutional supremacy and rights discourse - by shifting the focus of Canadian

constitutionalism from the powers of government to the rights of citizens. The

Supreme Court has moved from being perceived as a neutral legd institution, to an

active political actor. The entrenchment of the Charter has created an unstable

coexistence within the constitutional framework and as the full impact of the charter

jurisprudence begins to be realized and felt, the clash between federalism and

judicially enforced rights likely will intensify. The consequences of the conflicting

relationship between federalism and the Charter have resulted in a weakening of
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federalism in Canada and will continue to undermine federalism the more rights-

conscious Canadians connect to their constitution and their Charter.
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2. ^^y ^ -

Rights in Canada before the Charter

From Confederation to 1982, federalism and the division of legislative

powers that derive from it monopolized Canadian political and constitutional

history. A vast majority of important political debates over the last century - from

the Great Depression to the building of the post-war welfare state, to the energy

conflicts of the 1970s, and the constitutional wars of the 1980s and 1990s - have

been fought in the arena of federal-provincial relations. A central issue, or theme,

within these debates focussed around the role the federal institutions, and by

extension the provincial governments, should play in solving the problems of the

day.^ Throughout this period, Canadian courts, and prior to 1949, the Judicial

Conmiittee of the Privy Council,^ reviewed the exercise of lawmaking power of the

govenmients by the concept of legal federalism. Legal federalism, in short,

"concerns conflicts as to whether a challenged law falls within provincial or federal

jurisdiction," the implication being that invasion of federal jurisdiction by a

province or vice versa was unconstitutional. Moreover, while the scope ofjudicial

review under the British North America Act, 1867, primarily was limited to

questions of legislative jurisdiction, the courts sometimes were successfiil in

protecting rights through federalism review.

The original framework of the British North America Act, 1867^, excludes

explicit guarantees for individual rights; the framers of the constitution opted for a

constitution "similar in Principle to that of the United Kingdom"^ - rooted in the
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principles of Parliamentary Supremacy. However, the framers opted instead for a

federally structured constitution that is very much unlike the United Kingdom. Apart

fix)m this very general reference, the basic principles of British Constitutionalism are

not spelled out in the Constitution Act, 1867, but found in the common law and

constitutional conventions that have evolved over time. ExpUcit guarantees and

protections of rights in the 1867 Constitution were limited. The Crown was

considered the guarantor and protector of rights in Canada. Prior to 1982, the

supremacy of Parliament was paramount and the Parliamentarians themselves had

virtually unlimited power to make law. The only constraints placed on the legislative

ability of the national government were federalism and the division of powers. The

role of the courts primarily was to decide cases by interpreting the law passed by

governments or as defined by the common law,^ and to act as umpire between the two

orders of government.

Nevertheless, while the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms

predominantly has occupied centre stage of the constitutional order and garnered

much of the public attention since its entrenchment in 1982, it is not the begiiming of

rights protection in Canadian law. Prior to the Charter, the protection of fundamental

rights and freedoms was left up to Parliament and the legislatures. So long as the

federal government or the provinces acted within their respective spheres of

jurisdiction, there was little that could be done to protect minorities or individuals

from state encroachment or discriminatory legislation. The courts in Canada did

manage in some cases to protect and advance civil liberties through the exercise of

judicial review; but with very little in the way of written guarantees in the
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constitution, these cases were more the exception than the rule.

• It is important to understand what is encompassed in the term 'rights'. In a

rudimentary understanding, the term refers to the inalienable liberties and

fundamental freedoms that each individual has by virtue of being sovereign and

rational. In lay terms, in a liberal democracy, they refer to the fundamental rights and

freedoms (that is, freedom of expression, religion, association, assembly, the press)

and basic legal rights (including fair trial, freedom from arbitrary arrest, presumption

of innocence, freedom from cruel and unusual punishment), afforded to every

individual, to protect the individual from arbitrary state action and encroachment.

Similarly, rights can include equality (before and under the law), and equal protection

and equal benefit of the law without discrimination based on race, colour, sex, age,

religion, etc, primarily, those rights that presently are enshrined in various

declarations and bills of rights, from the United States Bill of Rights in 1791, to the

United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948, to the Canadian

Charter of Rights and Freedoms in 1982.

The Canadian political and legal culture of the times, according to Charles

Epp, was built around collective projects created in legislatures and Parliament, and

implemented by governmental power. Moreover, Canadian society was relatively

deferential toward authority, unwilling to challenge government authority in the

courts.^ And imtil 1982, Canada's courts were relatively reluctant to create new

liberties or rights against state authority.^ Nevertheless, there has been a long and

evolving rights jurisprudence in Canada prior to the entrenchment of the Charter. As

the Supreme Court has said, rights and freedoms in Canada did not spring from a
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vacuum when the Charter was enacted.^ Many of the fundamental rights and

fireedoms that were enshrined in the text of the Charter existed as basic principles of

law and political discourse.

As Peter Russell, Rainer Knopff, and Ted Morton point out, "the absence of a

comprehensive charter of rights from the B.N.A. Act did not mean that no entrenched

constitutional rights could be found in the B.N.A. Act."^^ On the contrary, the BNA

Act, 1867, did guarantee explicitly collective rights to denominational schools. Under

section 93,^^ minority religion education rights were secured for the Roman Catholic

minority in Ontario and the Protestant minority in Quebec. ^^ Similarly, the use of

either French or English in Parliament (and in the legislative assembly of Quebec),

and in the courts of Canada and Quebec are guaranteed under section 133.

Additionally, the Act also implicitly guarantees the right to a fair trial by maintaining

that the judiciary remains independent under sections 99 and 100.'"* Likewise, one

can argue that the federal structure of Canada is a form of minority protection,

especially where a minority group makes up a majority in their respective province,

such as the French Canadians in Quebec. Moreover, section 92 (13) of the

distribution of legislative powers, states each province has exclusive jurisdiction over

"property and civil rights in the province."^^ While the term 'civil rights' is vague in

text, there is at least an acknowledgement within the constitution that civil rights in

some capacity do exist. Finally, there has existed rights protection through common

law and statutory interpretation.^^ Most of the basic legal rights, such as habeas

corpus, trial by jury, the presumption of innocence, derive from the common law

tradition. They were 'judge made' rights that have existed in, and been a part of the
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1

7

Canadian legal system long before they were entrenched in the Charter.

Nevertheless, the protection of rights and freedoms in Canada prior to the

Charter exhibited a mixed record of advancing civil liberties. With limited

institutional and constitutional rules that governed rights and freedoms, the courts in

Canada used many different and sometimes creative approaches to interpreting and

defining those rights, from a division of powers analysis, to criminal law power, and

finally to legal federalism and an implied bill of rights approach. In many respects,

the judiciary was handicapped by the absence of an expUcit statement on rights and

freedoms in the BNA Act, 1867, and by the principles of federalism, hi other words,

the principles of federaUsm were paramount to rights and freedoms. Nonetheless,

one important development emerges fix)m the pre-Charter era, the practice ofjudicial

review and an increasingly significant role for the courts in Canada's poUtical culture.

This chapter will provide an historical overview of the most important court

decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada, (and the Judicial Committee of the Privy

Council), that relate to civil liberties and fimdamental freedoms in Canada. It also

will examine how rights in Canada have developed and how the courts have protected

them. The history and evolution of rights jurisprudence in Canada happens in three

distinct phases. The first two phases make up the pre-Charter era, from

Confederation to the passage of the Bill of Rights in 1960, and from 1960 up until

1982 v^th the passing of the Charter. The third phase is the Charter era, which will

be discussed in a later chapter. Prior to the Charter, the protection of civil liberties in

Canada was limited by the principle of Parliamentary sovereignty and federalism. It

is not until the expanded powers of the court, and judicial review as a result of the
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Charter, that we see the protection of rights and freedoms become paramount in

constitutional discourses. . .

The earliest rights cases in Canada date back as far as the late 19* century and

early 20* century. Some of these cases dealt with race relations between Asian

(Chinese and Japanese) immigrants, (and British subjects of Asian descent), and the

majority white population of western Canada. The courts adopted a division of

powers analysis for protecting rights and freedoms, and in doing so, were able to

carve out a sphere of protections for individuals. Civil liberties cases surfaced again

in the 1930s. The JCPC decided the famous "persons" case in Edwards v. Attorney-

General ofCanada}^ establishing that women were persons and could be appointed

to the Senate. Shortly thereafter, during the Great Depression in Alberta, conflicts

grew between the then governing Social Credit party and its critics when government

legislation interfered with press freedoms. What became known as the Alberta Press

Case^^ estabUshed an important line of jurisprudence known as the 'implied bill of

rights'. By 1949, appeals to the JCPC finally were abolished, and the Supreme Court

of Canada became supreme both in practice and in name as the final court of appeal

in Canada- At the same time, rights consciousness in Canada began to emerge in the

wake of the atrocities of the Second World War and was inspired by the signing of

the Universal Declaration ofHuman Rights (1948). The Supreme Court of Canada

began to hear more and more cases that dealt with civil liberties. Some of those cases

originated in the 1950s in Quebec between the Catholic majority and the Jehovah's

Witnesses. Once again, the Court adopted a new approach to protecting rights and

freedoms whereby civil liberties would be protected by the common law constitution
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as interpreted and applied by the judiciary. A commonality between all these early

rights cases is that each ofthem dealt with a right or freedom that was included in the

provisions of the Charter. As such, this chapter will look at these cases with respect

to the rights issues they raised by examining the cases together that deal with a

specific rights issue.

JudicialReview and the Legacy ofthe Judicial Committee ofthe Privy Council

Prior to the Constitution Act, 1982, the practice ofjudicial review with respect

to civil rights in Canada often has been down-played as seemingly unimportant. This

was largely because unlike the American Constitution, Canada's written constitution

did not include an entrenched Bill of Rights.^^ Nevertheless, the JCPC played a

fundamental role in the development and evolution ofjudicial review, and in turn, the

protection and advancement of rights and fi"eedoms. The practice ofjudicial review

began in Canada with the JCPC, "shaped by colonial relationships and the

evolutionary character ofthe country's progress toward full political independence.'

In other words, judicial review is a product ofthe British colonial system.

An examination of the B.N.A. Act suggests that perhaps the Fathers of

Confederation did not intend or anticipate the development of judicial review.

Nowhere in the Act does it explicitly grant the courts the power ofjudicial review.

Moreover, there is also no mention or creation of a national supreme court within the

text of the constitution similar to that of the United States Supreme Court. All the

constitution provides is that.

The Parliament of Canada may, notwithstanding anything in this
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**^ Act, from Time to Time, providefr)r the Constitution, Maintenance,

and Organization of a General Court ofAppealfor Canada, and

for the Establishment of any additional Courts for the better

Administration ofthe Laws ofCanada?^

In other words, on the surface, it appears that the Fathers of Confederation did not

envision a prominent role for the courts in resolving constitutional questions, or at

best, paid no more than minimal attention to the possibility. Likewise, section 101

does not require absolutely the establishment of such a court, and more importantly, it

does not bestow explicitly upon it the power of judicial review?"* Even during the

debate on the Quebec Resolutions in the Parliament of Canada in 1865, Sir John A.

Macdonald argued that "the distribution of legislative powers was such as to avoid

the problem of conflict ofjurisdiction and that in areas of concurrent jurisdiction the

federal Parliament, because of the Governor in Council's power to disallow

provincial legislation, would prevail."^^ Nevertheless, it is not within the scope of

this chapter to explore the debate concerning the intentions of the Fathers of

Confederation to create, or not, a role for the courts and to establish the powers of

judicial review. The point, however, is that regardless of the intentions of the firamers

of the constitution, the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council carved out a

significant role in Canada for the courts as interpreter, umpire, and guardian of the

Constitution with the power to strike down legislation, as well as to change the

meaning of the constitution through micro-constitutional amendments. As such,

while the majority of the cases heard by the JCPC dedt primarily with federalism and

division of powers issues, it nevertheless made an important contribution to the

advancement of rights and freedoms in Canada.

Two important cases came before the Court in the early years of
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Confederation that would establish important precedents in deciding future cases. As

previously mentioned, rights and jfreedoms in the early years after Confederation were

protected, albeit in a limited capacity, through a division of powers analysis with the

courts exercising the powers ofjudicial review. This was estabhshed by the JCPC's

decision in Hodge v. R. [1883]^^ where the Court held that both Parhament and the

provinces were each sovereign within their respective spheres of jurisdiction as

numerated by sections 91 and 92 of the B.N.A. Act. As such, it was necessary for

the workings of the constitutional order that the courts be able to strike down

legislation that infringed on the division of powers, hi the early years, judicial review

was limited to containing each level of government within its assigned

responsibilities. Civil liberties litigants often would contend that the offending

legislation was ultra vires, or beyond the scope of jurisdiction of the enacting

government. Thus, the division of powers analysis would be used in an indirect

manner to advance rights and freedoms. Nevertheless, the strategy that was used to

advance rights also can be used to infringe on rights. So long as Parliament or any

legislature was operating within its constitutional jurisdiction, with no explicit

guarantee for individual rights, the courts were limited in their ability to protect

rights.

The second important decision was in Edwards v. Attorney-General of

Canada, (the 'Persons' Case) The Edwards case was a landmark decision by the

JCPC in that it proposed an entirely new approach to constitutional interpretation that

has since become one of the core principles of constitional law in Canada. Building

on the precedents established in Hodge, the JCPC broadened the scope of the Court's
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power of judicial review. The Committee established what would be known as the

"living tree ^proach." In its decision. Viscount Sankey, writing for the JCPC, stated

that.

The British North America Act planted in Canada a living tree

ccq?able of growth and expansion within its natural limits. The

object of the Act was to grant a Constitution to Canada. Like all

written constitutions it has been subject to development through

usage and convention.

Their Lordships do not conceive it to be the duty ofthis Board — it

is certainly not their desire — to cut down the provisions ofthe Act

by a narrow and technical construction, but rather to give it a

large and liberal interpretation so that the Dominion to a great

extent, but within certain fixed limits, may be mistress in her awn
house, as the provinces to a ^eat extent, but within certainfixed

limits, are mistresses in theirs.

The JCPC acknowledged that the constitution is not like an ordinary statute and

should not be interpreted as such. Rather, it should be interpreted in a manner to

ensure that it is reflective of society, adapting and changing to meet the needs of

society as it changes. In this sense, the JCPC has established that the interpretation of

the text of the Constitution can and should change without formally changing the text

itself. Judicial review is not simply reviewing statutes and laws and policies of

government, but is also a review of the constitution.

Fundamental Freedoms

The fundamental rights of expression and religion that are enshrined in the

Charter today may not have been crystallized as specific rights under the BNA Act,

1867, but they did have force as basic principles that formed the foundation ofthe law

in Canada. The Supreme Court of Canada, through its powers of federalism review,

was able to attack certain laws that limited fundamental rights on the grounds that the
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authority to enact the law fell outside the scope of competent jurisdiction of the

sponsoring government. One of the most notable examples was the 1938 decision.

Reference Re Alberta Legislation?^

' Since 1935, Alberta had been ruled by a Social Credit government, which in

1937, enacted a series of measures including the Accurate News and Information Act,

to ensure that Social Credit policy was presented 'accurately' in the newspapers in

accordance with government approval. In essence, the Act was designed to prevent

negative criticism of the Provincial Government and Social Credit policy in the

newspapers.^ ^ The Federal Government asked the Supreme Court, by way of the

reference mechanism, to examine the constitutional validity of the Act. While

provincial governments normally have extensive authority to regulate businesses

operating within the province, the Court found that the Social Credit measures struck

at the very foundation of a parliamentary democracy.

The Court was unanimous in its decision. Then Chief Justice Duff, with

Justices Cannon and Davis concurring, stated in his decision that, "The preamble

of the statute [BNA Act], moreover, shows plainly enough that the constitution of the

Dominion is to be similar in principle to that of the United Kingdom."^"* Duff goes on

to say that the constitution "contemplates a parliament working under the mfluence of

public opinion and public discussion."^^ More importantly, political institutions

secure their competence and legitimacy from free discussion and criticism of public

affairs and policy.^^ Moreover, since the principle of free speech is not exclusively a

provincial matter, it is necessarily vested in Parliament. As such, any attempt by a

"in

provincial legislature to abrogate the right of free speech would be ultra vires. In
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short, *the right of every citizen to criticize government was a necessary and inherent

element of Canada's constitution, and beyond the reach of a provincial legislature.'*'*

Duff had attempted to expand rights protections in Canada by establishing in his

decision that there existed within the preamble of the Constitution an 'implied' bill of

rights. This view, however, was only siq>ported by three of the justices. Cannon,

who agreed with Duff in that the provincial legislature was ultra vires, did so based

on a more conventional interpretation of the division of powers. Cannon argued that

the press bill was an attempt by the province to revive the crime of seditious libel and

therefore, was an encroachment of the Federal Government's exclusive power over

criminal law. v .

Fifteen years later, the Supreme Court was faced with a number of civil

Uberties cases from the province of Quebec. In all, there were seven cases that were

decided, ranging from various issues of freedom of religion,^^ to poUce conduct, to

the executive powers of the premier."*^ Moreover, in all seven cases, the civil liberty

litigants were victorious in their cause. It seemed to be a beginning of a growing

rights consciousness in Canada, at least within the Supreme Court Russell, Knopff,

and Morton point out that the significance of the Court's emerging rights

jurisprudence in the 1950s is that "despite the absence of either a constitutional or

statutory Bill of Rights the Canadian legal system provided considerable protection

for the communicative fi-eedoms of unpopular minorities at least from attacks by

oppressive provincial governments."^^ Nevertheless, despite the initial victories of

the litigants, the Supreme Court rulings in Quebec in the 1950s would not provide an

absolute protection of rights and freedoms in Canada The Court in its decisions
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often was divided and indecisive as to the scope of protections toward rights within

the existing constitutionaijframework.

In Saumitr v. Quebec,'*^ the appellant challenged the validity of a local by-law

that prohibited the distribution of pamphlets in the streets without the permission of

the chief of police. Saumur, a Jehovah Witness, argued that the by-law was

unconstitutional because it interfered with jfreedom of worship and fteedom of the

press as guaranteed by the preamble of the B.N.A. Act, following EhifFs decision in

the Alberta Press Case, and by other statutes including the Freedom of Worship Act,

1852 (which was re-enacted by the government of Quebec in 1941). Both the trial

judge and a majority of the Appeal Court upheld the by-law, but the Supreme Court

in a 5-4 decision overturned the decision and held that "the by-law did not extend so

as to prohibit the appellant as a member of Jehovah's Witnesses from distributing in

the streets [their pamphlets]."^ Moreover, the Court also held that police officers

must refrain from interfering with Jehovah's Witnesses distributing pamphlets.

While Saumur won his case on the immediate issue, the Court itselfwas very divided

in its reasoning and as a result, the decision in Saumur was inconclusive as to the

position freedom of worship and freedom of the press would take in the context ofthe

constitution.

Justices Rand and Kellock argued for the majority that the by-law was ultra

vires, since freedom of worship and freedom of the press are neither civil rights or

matters of a local nature in the province. Justice Estey, concurring, also argued that

freedom of worship and the press fall under the federal powers of "Peace, Order, and

Good Government." Justice Locke, also for the majority, argued that freedom of
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worship and the press are rights granted to all Canadians by the statute of 1852 and

implicit in the preamble of the Constitution. Moreover, Locke also argued that the

intent of the by-law was an exercise of criminal law power and thus, the

responsibility of the federal government under section 91(27). Justice Kerwin,

however, sided with Saimiur for an altogether different reason. In his decision, he

asserted that freedom of the press and religion were the responsibility ofthe province,

and therefore, the by-law was intra vires. However, the by-law conflicted with the

Freedom of Worship Act, and therefore, does not ^ply. Then Chief Justice Rinfret,

and Justices Taschereau, Cartwright and Fauteux, dissenting, argued that the pith and

substance of the by-law was to regulate the usage of streets, and was a matter of local

and private nature in the Province, and thus, the by-law was intra vires.*^ In short,

there were three contrasting views as to the relationship between civil liberties and

the division of powers and not one view was supported by the majority of the Court."^

The only definitive conclusion that could be drawn fix)m this case was that the

protection of rights and freedoms in Canada was limited without an entrenched bill of

rights.

Four years after the Saumur decision, the Supreme Court gave its decision in

Switzman v. Elbling and the Attorney General of Quebec. The Court was asked to

decide on the constitutional validity of the Act Respecting Communistic Propoganda,

1937, the Padllock Law. The purpose of the Act was to prohibit the propagation of

communist ideology in the province. The Attomey-General of Quebec intervened in

the case to defend the Act, and again, as in Saumur, both the trial judge and the

Quebec Court of Queen's Bench (Appeal Side) found the Act to be constitutional.
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The Supreme Court of Canada, in an 8-1 decision, found the Padlock Law to be ultra

vires, and therefore, unconstitutional. Once again, similar to Saumur, the appellant,

Switzman, won his case on the immediate issue, but the Court in its decision provided

no conclusive foimdations as to the relationship of rights jurisprudence in the

Canadian Constitution. Then Chief Justice Kerwin, and Justices Locke, Cartwright,

Fauteux, and Nolan argued for the majority that the intent of the statute was an

exercise of criminal law which falls under the responsibility of the federal

government under section 91(27). Likewise, Justices Rand, Kellock, and Abbott,

concurring with the majority on the result, reaffirmed the implied bill of rights theory

established by Chief Justice Duff in the Alberta Press Case, and argued that "the

subject-matter of the statute constitutes an unjustifiable interference with the

freedom of speech and expression essential under the democratic form of government

established in Canada."^^ Only Justice Taschereau dissented and believed that the

intent of the legislation was not criminal law, but rather about property, and therefore,

provincial jurisdiction."*^ Once again, as was the case in Saumur, the Court was

divided as to how to protect rights and freedoms within the existing framework of the

constitution.

Peter Russell, Rainer Knopff, and Ted Morton contended that the failure of

the Court to establish majority support for an implied bill of rights was "an important

contributing factor in the movement to establish a formal Bill of Rights in Canada."^^

The case for an entrenched Bill of Rights in Canada would be advanced further as a

result of the circumstances that surrounded the case of Roncarelli v. Duplessis, 1959.

Although civil liberties groups would receive yet another victory from the Supreme
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Court at the expense of the Quebec Appeals Court, there are several important issues

that stand out iBrom this case, and "the principles at stake concern every Canadian."^

The Supreme Court of Canada was asked \^ether there existed any absolute,

legal limitations on the exercise of **the absolute discretion of an administrative

oiBficial."^^ The plaintiff, Frank Roncarelli, was a member of the Witnesses of

Jehovah and the owner of a restaurant in Montreal. Roncarelli filed a lawsuit against

the Premier of Quebec, Maurice Duplessis, for damages when, on December 4, 1946,

the Premier ordered the Quebec Liquor Conmiission to cancel his liquor license

because Roncarelli continually provided bail^^ for other Jehovah Witnesses \^o were

targeted and persecuted by Duplessis' Government Policy.^^ It would take thirteen

years before the case reached the Supreme Court; nevertheless, on January 27, 1959,

the Court in a 6-3 decision upheld Roncarelli's appeal. The importance of this case,

however, in the words of Frank R. Scott, was that it "provid[ed] an important

affirmation of the Rule of Law in Canadian jurisprudence."^ Moreover, it

emphasized the demand for further protections of rights and freedoms in Canada, and

it increased the awareness for judicial review of administrative action.

It is important to note, however, that the protection of rights in the pre Charter

era was very limited. The protection of rights through federalism review, wiiile

significant in certain instances, necessarily was limited and subordinate to

parliamentary supremacy. While the courts may have been willing to protect rights

and fi-eedoms, there was little that could be done if governments decided that

individual rights needed to be curtailed for the benefit of the public interest.
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The Constitution Act and Racial Discrimination

During the pre-Charter era, the courts were faced with a number of significant

limitations on their ability to protect minorities from discrimination. A series of cases

came before the Supreme Court and the JCPC that dealt with challenges to overtly

racist legislation, and in many of the cases, the challenges would prove to be

unsuccessful. In Russell v. R. (1 882), the Court estabUshed what would be known as

the *pith and substance' doctrine in determining division ofpowers cases.^^ The issue

facing the Privy Council was the Canada Temperance Act, a federal statute that

permitted local areas to prohibit the sale of "intoxicating liquor."^^ At issue was

whether or not the Act in question was constitutionally invalid because it dealt with

property and civil rights, a matter reserved to the provinces under section 92(13) of

the B.N.A. Act. The fact that alcohol or liquor could be held as property did not

prevent the Privy Council jfrom upholding the federal legislation because it dealt with

en ,

"an evil which is assimied to exist throughout the Dominion." According to Sir

Montague Smith, Parliament could enact laws that indkectly affect property and civil

rights as long as it did so for a good reason. Moreover, in assessing the validity of

any legislation it is necessary to determine the true nature of the legislation by

considering the true intent of the legislation in question.^^ Thus, according to

Montague Smith, the Canada Temperance Act was valid because the true object of

the Act was the preservation of public health and safety and within the federal

jurisdiction of peace, order and good government.^

Under this doctrine, the court would determine the *pith and substance' - or

intent - of a law by establishing its central or fundamental feature. If an act is in pith
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and substance in relation to the jurisdictional responsibility of the sponsoring

government, whether it be federal or provincial, then the law may have incidental

effects on other jurisdictional responsibilities that are ultra vires of the sponsoring

government without thereby being rendered unconstitutional.^ Thus, the 'pith and

substance' doctrine focuses primarily on the intent of the legislation, and not the

effect, in determining constitutional validity. The problem of this ^proach for civil

liberty protection in Canada is that overtly racist or discriminatory legislation

survived judicial review so long as the pith and substance of the legislation fell within

jurisdiction of the responsible level of government. As will be seen fix)m the early

years of confederation, the 'pith and substance' doctrine resulted in interesting and

sometimes contradictory interpretations ofthe constitutioEL

The case Union Colliery Co. v. Bryden, 1899, involved a challenge to the

British Columbia Coal Mine Regulation Act, 1890. Under this act, Chinese

immigrants in B.C. were prohibited from seeking employment in the mining industry.

The Union Colliery Company sought to have the legislation struck down not because

the legislation was discriminatory toward the Chinese, but rather, because the

legislation represented an infringement on business practices. The mining companies

were able to pay Chinese workers far less in wages for more dangerous work in the

mines. This cheap labour allowed for greater competition between mining

companies, but more important, the lower wages allowed for greater profits for the

companies.^^ The mining company argued that the legislation was imconstitutional

because it interfered with the federal government's responsibility for "Naturalization

andAliens."^^
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Nevertheless, Chinese labourers won, and were able to continue employment

with the mining companies. At the heart of the Coal Mine Regulation Act was a

conflict between the provincial responsibility of "property and civil rights" under

section 92(10), and the federal responsibility of "naturalization and aliens" imder

section 91(25). The JCPC ruled in its decision that the pith and substance of the

legislation was to regulate the activities of Chinese immigrants and therefore, was

ultra vires the competency of the provincial legislature to pass the act. Lord Watson,

in the Bryden decision, had maintained that the mining regulations had "no

application except to Chinamen who are aliens or naturalized subjects."^^ For civil

liberty litigants, the Bryden decision was a mixed victory for civil libertarians. On the

one hand, the Court had protected the rights of the Chinese immigrants to work and

earn a living in British Columbia,. As a consequence, however, Chinese workers still

were considered second class citizens in that the mining companies could continue to

pay them less for more dangerous work.

The victory won by civil liberty litigants would be short-lived, however. As

easily as it can be to use the division of powers to protect rights and freedoms, it is

similarly just as easy to infringe on the rights of people. This is highlighted in the

case Cunningham v. Tomey Homma, 1903. At issue was a restriction in the City of

Vancouver's voter registry list that prevented Japanese individuals regardless of their

legal status in Canada (whether they were immigrants, naturalized British subjects, or

bom British subjects of Japanese descent), from participating in elections. Once

again, the JCPC approached the case as a division of powers issue between the

federal responsibility of "naturedization and aliens" and the provincial responsibility
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to enact electoral laws for local matters in the province. The court ruled that the pith

and substance of the offending provincial legislation was to regulate the voters' list

within the province and not to regulate the naturalization of immigrants, thereby

upholding the provincial regulations. The Court held that, "The Elections Act did not

deal either with naturalization or with aliens, since a child bom in Canada of Japanese

parents, although a British subject would be equally excluded."^ The Elections Act

was aimed at all Japanese, irrespective of birth place, and as such, did not in pith and

substance attempt to regulate the naturalization of aliens. (As opposed to the Coal

Mine Regulation Act which specifically targeted Chinese Immigrants.) While there

is little doubt as to the discriminatory intent of the Act, there was nothing the Court

could have done.

The protection of rights and fi-eedoms by the courts in Canada would take

another step back in 1914 with the Quong Wing v. The King case. In March of 1912,

the government of Saskatchewan passed An Act to Prevent the Employment ofFemale

Labour in Certain Capacities. Threatening a fine of up to $100 or two months in jail,

the Act specified that.

No person shall employ in any capacity any white woman or girl or

permit any white woman or girl to reside or lodge in or to work in

or, save as a bonafide customer in a public apartment thereof only

to frequent any restaurant, laundry, or other place of business or

amusement owned, kept or managed by any Japanese, Chinaman

or otiier Oriental person.

Quong Wing, a Chinese restaurant owner in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan subsequently

was fined $5 under the act for employing white women. His appeal eventually made

its way to the Supreme Court of Canada in 1914 and gave the Court "its first

opportunity to examine legislation with an overtly racial intent."^ Once again, a
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conflict arose between the provincial power of property and civil rights and the

federal power of naturalization and aliens. The Court, in a 4-1 decision led by then

Chief Justice Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, argued that the "pith and substance" of the

Female Labour Act must be understood as being in the best interests of white women.

The intent of the legislation was to protect ^^dlite women and not to restrict the hiring

practices of Chinese businessmen. The Act did not prevent Chinese businessmen

from engaging in business, as the employment or patronage of white women was not

a necessary condition for operating a business.^^ As a result, the Female Labour Act

was declared constitutionally valid by the Supreme Court of Canada.^*

After the Quong Wing decision, it unofficially was established that equality

was not considered an issue of national importance and therefore, as long as the

provincial legislation did not interfere with federal authority, there was no need for

the Dominion government to disallow the Act, and no way for the courts to strike the

law down. Likewise, a law based upon racial discrimination that applies to all

members of a given race whether they are foreign bom or Canadian bom, as was the

case with the Female Labour Act, was more acceptable than a law construed to apply

only to aliens and naturalized subjects as the case was with the Coal Mine

Regulations Act.
^

Just a few months after the Quong Wing decision, the federal government

enacted the War Measures Act in response to the First World War that was erupting

in Europe. The Act was designed to give sweeping emergency powers to the federal

government for the "security, defence, peace, order and well-being of Canada" in a

time of "war, invasion, or insurrection, real or apprehended."^^ Specifically
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mentioned powers included scope to censor or detain without trial, and to do anything

else that the government saw fit to proclaim by Order in Council. During the First

Worid War, thousands of Ukrainians in Canada, who had originated fix)m the Austro-

Hungarian empire, were rounded up and shipped off to labour camps as enemy aliens.

During the Second Worid War, after the bombing of Pearl Harix)ur, thousands

of Japanese Canadians, many of whom were British subjects, were roimded up and

sent ofif to internment camps while their property was confiscated. At the end of the

war, those who were incarcerated had the option to relocate 'east of the Rockies'

without compensation or alternatively, to accept assisted repatriation to Japan.^^ It is

arguable, however, that having an entrenched bill of rights would have made little if

any difference at all as similar events also transpired in the United States during the

War even though they had a bill of rights. Moreover, in 1944 in Korematsu v. United

States the United States Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of the

internment when it held, in short, that "Pressing public necessity may sometimes

justify the existence of such restrictions which curtail the civil rights of a single

racial group."

For civil liberties litigants, there was little that could have been done. The

Supreme Court already had established in two previous decisions,^"* largely unrelated

to rights issues, that the War Measures Act was intra vires of the federal government

and therefore, constitutioneilly valid. Thus, when the Co-operative Committee on

Japanese Canadians^^ challenged certain orders in coimcil made under the authority of

the War Measures Act that authorized the deportation of Japanese nationals back to

Japan, the Court could do nothing except uphold the order. The Court stated in its
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decision that **because each of the Orders in Council are, by force of the War

Measures Act, the equivalent of a statute, they have the force of law, and, to all

intents and purposes, while they stand, they are exactly on the same footing as an Act

of Parliament..7^ ...that such legislation was, expressly and impliedly, adopted

because it was deemed necessary or advisable for the security, defense, peace, order

and welfare of Canada by reason of the existence of war."^^

The Canadian Bill ofRights

The failure of the courts to protect adequately individuals and groups

from racial and other forms of discrimination, combined with a growing

consciousness of the horrors of war, the Holocaust, and the treatment of Japanese

Canadians created "a climate in which it was increasingly felt that human rights

values deserved enhanced recognition and protection."^^ During a radio address in

1948, John Diefenbaker observed.

The time has come to assure that this govermnent shall be shorn of its arrogant

disregard of the rights of the people. It does not rule by Divine right as did the Stuart

Kings... A Bill of Rights for Canada is the only way in which to stop the march on

tile part of the government towards arbitrary power, and to curb the arrogance of

men.

Some say that it is unnecessary and our written constitutional rights protect us. They

have not in the past. They can not unless you and I have a right to the protection of

law in the courts of the land. There are others who claim that the Parliament of

Canada cannot pass laws to preserve the constitutional freedom of Canadians. If that

be true, then Canadian citizenship is a provincial variable. There will be nine kinds

of Canadians in Canada whose freedoms will be based on the home address of each

of us. If that contention be true, Canadian unity is a meaningless term.^

During his career as a trial lawyer, Diefenbaker had fought often against the power

and privileges of the Crown, struggling in court for the rights of the accused.

According to biographers, he was a champion of individual rights and freedoms; it
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was "the most authentic source of his populism."*^ He had complained about the use

of Duplessis' Padlock Law throughout the 1940s, and accordingly, advocated a bill of

rights for Canadians. In 1957, John Diefenbaker was elected prime minister of

Canada, Shortly thereafter, he tried to persuade the provinces to amend the B.N.A.

Act to include an entrenched bill of rights. The provinces refiised to support the

amendment, however, and as a result, Diefenbaker opted instead to try and protect

rights and freedoms through a federal statute, hi 1960, Diefenbaker' s Conservative

government passed the Canadian Bill ofRights and entered Canada into a new era of

rights jurisprudence.^^

Despite the principles expressed in the Bill of Rights, its effectiveness as a

mechanism for protecting and advancing rights was hampered by several factors.

First, the Bill only applied to federal laws, leaving provincial laws unaffected.

Second, the Bill's recognition "that in Canada there have existed and shall continue to

exist' fundamental freedoms discouraged judicial activism in the interpretation and

protection of rights and freedoms. Finally, and the most important limitation of the

Bill, was that it lacked constitutional status which in effect would weaken any

legitimate claim that the Bill had the authority to invalidate other federal legislation

that followed.^ As such, the courts interpreted the Bill very narrowly and signaled to

civil Uberty litigants that the Bill ofRights was not an effective tool for challenging

federal statutes.^ As a result, the number of cases that actually would make it to the

Supreme Court, and the success rates of those cases, were small. Moreover, only

once, in The Queen v. Drybones, 1970, did the Supreme Court actually invalidate a

federal statute on the grounds that it conflicted with provisions in the Bill ofRights}^
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'' In 1963, the first real test of the Supreme Court's treatment of the Bill of

Rights occurred. In the case Robertson ondRosetanni v. The Queen,^ the Court was

asked to decide if the Lord's Day Act, 1952, conflicted with the freedom of religion

provisions guaranteed by the Bill of Rights. The Appellants were convicted on a

charge of opening their bowling alley on a Sunday contrary to the Lord's Day Act.

Robertson and Rosetanni argued that the Bill ofRights, in effect, had repealed section

four of the Lord's Day Act. The Court, in a 4-1 decision, dismissed Robertson and

Rosetanni's appeal citing that.

The Canadian Bill ofRights was not concerned witii 'human rights

and fundamental freedoms' in any abstract sense, but ratiier with

such 'rights and freedoms' as they existed in Canada immediately

before the statute was enacted.*^

Likewise, the Court argued that such legislation has never been considered

historically as an interference with the kind of freedom of religion that is guaranteed

in the Bill of Rights. Moreover, the Court argued that the effect of the legislation

should be examined, as opposed to the purpose, and whether or not the consequence

of the legislation has in effect abrogated or interfered with religious fi-eedom.

Likewise, the majority of the Court also found that the Bill ofRights had no impact on

laws that were already in existence at the time the Bill was enacted. The Court found

that this was "no doubt a business inconvenience, but it was neither an abrogation nor

an infringement of religious freedom."^^ Only Justice Cartwright dissented, arguing

that the purpose and effect of the Act was to compel the observance of Sunday as a

religious holy day by all inhabitants of Canada, and therefore, was an infringement of

religious freedom.^^

While many civil liberty supporters in Canada may have been disillusioned
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with the Bill ofRights after the Robertson and Rosetanni decision, they woxild find

new hope in the Bill in the Court's next major important decision. The Queen v.

Drybones, 1970. At issue in Drybones was whether or not section 94 {b) of the

Indian Act, 1952, is rendered inoperative by the terms of the Canadian Bill ofRights.

Section 94 of the Indian Act made it an offence for any Indian to be intoxicated off

the reserve.^ Drybones argued that this infiinged upon the equality provisions of the

Bill of Rights because non-Indians were allowed to be intoxicated off a reserve.

Consequently, Indians were not afforded the same equality under the law, a provision

guaranteed by the Bill ofRights. The Supreme Court, m a 6-3 decision, upheld the

Northwest Territories Court of Appeal decision to acquit Drybones of being

intoxicated while off the reserve, and declared the offending provisions of the Indian

Act invalid. More importantly, however, the Court was unanimous on the view that

equality before the law meant that the law should not treat one racial group more or

less harshly than another. Nevertheless, the Supreme Court would not follow the path

it laid down in Z)rv^o«e5 for very long. ''^ -^
>- <>''/-?> r ':^;..

.;

*:or j^Q c^sQS emerged in the 1970s that indicated a departure from the precedent

set in Drybones. In 1974, the Supreme Court once again was called upon to examine

another section of the Indian Act in Attorney-General of Canada v. Lavell and

Bedard The case involved two Indian women who argued that section 12(l)(b) of

the Act infringed on their right to equality before the law as guaranteed to them by the

Bill ofRights. This particular section of the Act stipulated that an Indian woman who

marries a non-Indian would lose her Indian status including the right to hold property

and live on an Indian reserve. On the contrary, an Indian man who married a non-
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Indian woman retained his status and the right to live on the reserve. As such, Lavell

and Bedard argued that section 12(lXb) constituted discrimination by reason of sex.

The Supreme Court argued, in a 5-4 decision, that

Ae phrase "equality before tiie law" is not efifective to invoke the

egalitarian concept exemplified by tiie 14tii Amendment to the

United States Constitution. Rather, it is to be read in its context as

a part of the "rule of law" and means equality in tiie administration

or ^plication of the law by the law enforcement authorities, and

no in-equality in tiie adnunistration and enforcement ofAe law; as

between Indian men and women, flows as a necessary result of the
92

application of s. 12( 1 ) (b) of tiie Indian Act.

In other words, the Court defined equality before the law not as a substantive

requirement of the law itself, but a requirement of the way in which laws are

administered. The Indian Act may well have discriminated against women, but as

long as it was ^plied equally to all who were affected, then there was no violation of

equality.

The precedent set in Lavell and Bedard would be reaffirmed in the Court's

decision in the case oi Bliss v. Attorney-General of Canada, 1979. The Appellant,

Stella Bliss, argued that Section 46 of the Unemployment Insurance Act, 1971,

conflicted with equality provisions guaranteed under the Bill ofRights and constituted

discrimination on the grounds of sex. At issue was a provision of the Act that denied

regular benefits to women who interrupted their employment because of pregnancy.

The Supreme Court, unanimous in its decision, held that the Appellant's appeal

should be dismissed. Justice Ritchie, writing for the Court, argued that "Any

inequality between the sexes in this area is not created by legislation but by nature."^^

Furthermore, the Court reaffirmed its position in Lavell, that as long as the law was

applied equally to all that were affected, then there was no violation.
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Conclusions

It is sometimes argued that rights discourse in Canada does not begin until the

passage of the Charter. However, this is clearly not the case. Rights jurisprudence

has been evolving in Canada since the early days of Confederation. The pre-Charter

era, however, has exhibited a mixed record of rights protection in the courts. This

was a result of both institutional and constitutional limitations that would not be

corrected until the entrenchment of the Charter. The original B.N.A. Act lacked any

real explicit and meaningful guarantees for the protection of individual rights. The

courts were imwilling to expand constitutional rights at the expense of parliamentary

supremacy and federalism and moreover, largely were unable to in many cases.

Federalism and the division of powers that derive from it were paramount to any

other legal or constitutional jurisprudence.
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by the Parliament ofCanada.
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The Charter Debates

This chapter will examine the key events and policy decisions of the Federal

Government that led to the passing ofthe Canada Act. Likewise, the chapter will examine

the positions, with respect to how the process, as well as the substance, of the patriation

proposal, would affect federalism in Canada, ofthe provincial governments and opposition

parties that sat before the special joint committee ofthe Senate and the House ofCommons.

Constitutional reform in Canada was not a new phenomenon by any means. Jean

Chretien, the then federal Minister of Justice, speaking in the House of Commons in the

opening speech ofthe debate on the constitution on October 6, 1 980 stated, "for over halfa

century federal and provincial governments have agreed on the desirabihty ofbringing home

Canada's constitution and yet despite numerous attempts and many federal-provincial

conferences, governments have been unable to agree on means to achieve these objectives."^

Since Confederation there had been numerous federal-provincial attempts^ to patriate the

constitution that had all failed.^ Demands for a renewal ofthe constitution often would arise

in times of national crisis or a difficulty in federal-provincial relations."* The crisis that

would lead to the culmination of debate on the constitution and the realization of the

Constitution Act, 1982, was Quebec's Quiet Revolution in the 1960s.^

In February of 1968, a Federal-Provincial First Ministers' Conference was held in

Ottawa that would lay the begiiming foundation ofthe Charter ofRights andFreedoms and

the federal government's policy for the future of federalism in Canada. A paper entitled A
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Canadian Charter ofHuman Rights was presented at the conference by Pierre Tnideau, v^o

at the time was Minister of Justice in Lester B. Pearson's government. In it, Trudeau

outlined the fundamental importance ofentrenching human rights within the constitutional

framework. Those matters wiiich affect an individual's dignity after the primary needs of

shelter, nourishment, and security have been met, were known as 'natural' rights: "Ri^ts to

which all men were entitled because they are endowed with a moral and rational nature."^ To

deny those rights would be an affront to natural law. Citing the works ofCicero, St. Thomas

Aquinas, and John Locke, Trudeau emphasized that rights are eternal for all people of all

times and superior to any man-made laws. '^ Moreover, because ofCanada's federal structure

and the constitutional division ofpowers, the need to entrench rights within the constitution

as the supreme law is that much more important because the rights of the individual

transcend the jurisdiction ofgovernments. He stated, "Authority to legislate with respect to

some ofthe rights regarded as fundamental lies with the provinces, authority to legislate with

respect to others of these rights lies with Parliament."^ In essence, the rights of the

individual are above federalism. Nevertheless, according to Trudeau, the entrenchment of

rights is not a transfer of power from one level of government to another, rather it is a

restriction ofthe authority and power of all governments. • i ? :

At the same time, Prime Minister Pearson presented the document Federalismfor the

Future: A Statement of Policy by the Government of Canada. It stated first, that the

government ofCanada was ready fully and completely to begin the process ofreviewing all

facets ofthe constitution, and second, that the number one priority for the federal government

was the entrenchment ofa bill of rights.^ Moreover, Pearson stated that by recognizing the
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rights ofthe mdividnal and placing the entrenchment ofa charter as the fibrst priority for any

constitutional amendment, the government proclaims its beliefthat the rights ofthe people

must precede the rights of governments. Once again, however, Pearson reiterated the

government position that an entrenched bill ofrights would not aJBFect the current distribution

ofpowers, nor affect the provincial jurisdiction over property and civil rights; rather, it would

restrict the power ofall governments equally. ^° According to the policy statement presented

by the Prime Minister, the Government ofCanada believed that only under a federal system

could the country achieve its goals. Furthermore, the Government rejected both

centralization and fragmentation ofthe current federal system, and accepted that federalism

must be a balance.** The government's commitment to an entrenched charter ofrights and

its commitment to preserving federalism would set the tone ofthe negotiating process for the

next twelve years, during which time federal and provincial governments began a wide-

ranging review of the Constitution which had gone through various iterations by 1980.

Although numerous and diverse issues were discussed, patriation with a Canadian amending

formula was always a central issue. Ultimately, however, the success of the federal

government in reconciling these two priorities, reconciling entrenched rights on the one hand,

and federalism on the other, would prove to be a difficult and daimting task.

'PI- Throughout the 1970s, renewed calls for patriation of the constitution dominated

much of the political agenda. Numerous first ministers' conferences, federal-provincial

conferences, constitutional conferences, as well as a number ofspecialjoint committees were

established and held across the country in an attempt to reach a consensus between the

provinces and the Federal Government on how to patriate the constitution. It would prove to
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be a frustrating decade, and tensions between governments were at their highest level. About

the only thing that was agreed upon by the provinces and the Federal Government was that

they disagreed. The task ofpatriating the constitution seemed to be an impossible one. By

September 1980, a number ofkey events occurred that increased the urgency to patriate the

constitution, ultimately prompting Trudeau to tenninate the latest round ofnegotiations by

announcing that agreement was impossible and that his government would proceed to take

unilateral action to bring home the constitution with an amending fonnula and ai charter of

rights and freedoms. ^^ In 1 976, the Parti Quebecois (PQ), led by Rene L^vesque, became the

government in Quebec, and promised to hold a referendum on sovereignty association; in the

following year, the PQ passed Bill 101 ^^ restricting attendance at English-language schools.

In May of 1 980, Levesque made good on his promise and held a province wide referendum

on sovereignty-association. Just prior to the referendum, Trudeau had promised that ifthe

PQ was defeated in the referendum, constitutional changes would follow with his

government committed to a 'renewed federalism' .

'"* The PQ and the "out ' side were defeated

soundly with almost 60 per cent of Quebec voters rejecting sovereignty association.

Believing the PQ to have been weakened by the defeat, and with the momentum of

Quebeckers choosing federalism, it had become clear to Trudeau that he now had the best

opportunity to make the constitutional changes he desired.

M The patriation ofthe constitution involved anumber ofkey issues. It included adding

an amending formula, entrenching a charter of rights and freedoms, and enshrining in the

constitution a principle ofequalization and a commitment ofgovernment to the reduction of

economic disparities. ^^ While the provinces and the Federal government were able to agree
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easily on the principles of equalization, the efifort to formulate an amending fomiula and a

charter ofrights provoked numerous debates and disputes, as it had done since these subjects

first had appeared on the agenda decades earlier.

Trudeau, seizing the opportunity to capitalize on the separatists' defeat, attempted to

renew the constitutional debate. In Jime ofthat same year, the Government ofCanada tabled

in the House of Commons "Priorities for a New Canadian Constitution," and intensive

federal-provincial negotiations soon followed over the sunmier months. By September of

1980, the Federal Government and the provinces were no closer to reaching an agreementon

the constitution. In fact, the provinces were more polarized on the issues than they ever had

been since 1968.^^ On September 12, 1980, during the eighth Federal-Provincial First

Ministers' Conference since 1 968, ^^ talks broke down prompting Prime Minister Trudeau to

terminate the conference and announce that his government would continue unilaterally to

entrench a charter ofrights and freedoms and patriate the constitutiorL It was a bold step by

Trudeau, one that signalled a departure from the government's previous commitment to

federalism and consent ofthe provinces. While patriation itselfmay not affect the federal-

provincial relationship, there was a clear understanding that the proposed Charter ofRights

and the amending formula could have, or potentially could have, a substantial effect on the

legislative competence of the provincial legislatures. Moreover, Trudeau's willingness to

amend the constitution without the consent ofthe provinces would have aprofound effect on

the principles offederalism as a whole. The message being conveyed was that the powers,

rights, and privileges granted to the provinces by the Constitution were subservient to those

of the federal Parliament. Essentially what Trudeau was attempting to do through his
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unilateral action was to ask the British Parliament to make substantial changes to the

Canadian constitution first before bringing the constitution home. Trudeau had argued

passionately of the need for Canada to have full control over its own constitution, and the

need to sever the last imperial tie to the British Parliament but not before taking advantage of

it one last time. ^ -

On October 6, 1980, Trudeau tabled, in the House of Commons a "proposed

resolution for a joint address to Her Majesty the Queen respecting the Constitution of

Canada." Jean Chretien, Minister ofJustice, moved that a special joint committee ofthe

Senate and the House of Commons be appointed to consider and report on the proposed

resolution, and that aftemoon, the House ofCommons began its first and historic debate on

Trudeau's constitutional package. In his speech to the House, Chretien spoke at length ofthe

importance of the Charter. He restated the government's long-standing position that the

proposals of the Federal Government, including an entrenched charter ofrights, would not

affect the division ofpowers in Canada. He said, "There is no transfer ofpowers fi-om the

provinces to the federal government. All that has been done is to prohibit both levels of

government fi-om interfering with fimdamental rights ofCanadians."^^ Notwithstanding that,

Chretien also argued that the provinces need to recognize Canada as a country with "one

citizenship and not ten provincial citizenships,"^^ that rights must come before federalism.

He underlined this notion later in his speech when he stated that ifthe provinces were left to

protect individual rights then "there would be no such thing as rights and freedoms common

to all Canadians."^^

The New Democratic Party leader, Ed Broadbent, boldly and openly supported
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Tmdeau's initiative and constitutional package. In his address to the House ofCommons, he

stated that "it is indeed time to act, and act now, on the Constitution of Canada.**^

Broadbent supported the inclusion of the charter citing examples in Canadian history of

rights being violated, such as the Padlock Law in Quebec, the Alberta Press Bill, or the

internment ofJapanese Canadians, claiming that all could have been prevented ifwe had had

an entrenched statement on rights. Moreover, the entrenchment ofrights in the constitution

would not upset the principle of federalism in Canada in general, and specifically with

respect to minority language rights, it would preserve the duality of Canada.^^

Opposition to Tmdeau's proposal came fi-om the ofiScial opposition in Parliament,

the Progressive Conservatives, backed by the eight provinces that would later be known as

"the gang ofeight."^"* Joe Clark, Leader ofthe Opposition, stated in his speech to the House

that while constitutionally protected rights themselves do not undermine federalism, the

process by which they are being entrenched does. Clark argued that Canada came about as a

result ofa partnership between governments, and practice has ensured that any amendments

that affect both levels ofgovernment must be approved by both levels ofgovemment,^^ that

there should be two parties to a constitutional decision, not just one. Tmdeau's plan

unilaterally to entrench a charter and patriate the constitution without a consensus of the

provinces would upset the principles of federalism. The taking of action - in this case the

current process by which the charter would be entrenched - becomes more important than the

substance ofthe amendment. In this respect, for Clark, an entrenched charter ofrights posed

a great threat to federalism in Canada.^^

In October of 1980, a special joint committee of the Senate and of the House of
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Commons was established to review the govermnent's proposed constitutioiial package. For

the next two months, the committee heard testimony and studied written briefs from a

multitude ofvarious interest groups, organizations, political parties, governments, experts,

and individuals in Canada,^^ all with their concerns or accolades for the proposed

constitutional package. Provincial governments, as well as provincial political parties in

particular, voiced many concerns over the entrenchment of the Charter and its effects on

provincial autonomy and Canadian federalism. Similarly, anumber ofexperts in the field of

Canadian politics and constitutional law sat before the comomittee to give their opinions on

the proposal.

The first provincial government to appear before the committee was Prince Edward

Island. J. Angus MacLean, Premier of PEI, stated before the committee that any

amendments to the constitution should be dealt with through the political process, including

a federal-provincial consensus representing all eleven legislatures and not unilaterally as the

federal government was proposing.^^ MacLean argued that the action of the Federal

Government was an attempt to impose its own view offederalism on an unwilling nation, the

consequence of which is a fimdamentally altered federal-provincial relationship.

Additionally, Canada was an independent nation and as such, any changes to the constitution

should be made by the Canadian government and not the British Parliament. Secondly,

MacLean argued that while the government ofPEI was in favour ofprotecting the rights of

people, they were opposed to the way in which rights would be protected under Trudeau's

proposal. They believed that an entrenched Charter would weaken parUamentary democracy

by transferring "the definition ofour basic social values from our legislatures to the Supreme
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Court"^^ Entrenching broadly phrased rights into the constitution runs the risk ofchanging

the character ofboth governments and courts which could lead to the "destruction ofthe very

fabric of Canadian federalism."^°

John Buchanan, the Premier ofNova Scotia, testified before the committee that in

1 867, there was an understanding that Canada was to be a federal state, a compact between

governments, and that the proposal by Trudeau, including the Charter, would infringe on

existing provincial constitutional powers, upsetting the original understanding of

Confederation. Moreover, any action or proposal which infringed on the powers of a

province, without the consent of the province, that is to say imilateral in nature,

ftmdamentally would destroy the division of powers agreement of the BNA Act, 186?}^

Buchanan stated that every citizen belongs to two communities, "the province and what we

have historically identified as the dominion/'^^ Moreover, the two communities should be

clearly distinguished with clearly defined areas of autonomy. Similarly, in the original

understanding ofthe BNA Act, 1867^ neither community would assume "a unilateral right to

alter the terms of the agreement and to invade the autonomy of the other."^^ Buchanan

argued that the unilateral action by Trudeau to patriate the constitution and entrench a charter

of rights was an infringement on provincial autonomy and an afifront to the federal system.

While he conceded that it might indeed be necessary to change the constitution, it could be

achieved only properly through mutual agreement of all the participants in the federation.

New Brunswick was the third government to appear before the committee and the

first to endorse and support the proposal, arguing that there was no conflict between having

entrenched rights and federalism.^"^ Richard Hatfield, then Premier of New Brunswick,
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argued before the committee that the most important priority was to patriate the constitution.

In Hatfield's opinion, the proposed resolution did not disturi) the balance between the federal

government and the govenmients ofthe provinces. The Fathers ofConfederation entrusted

the powers to deal with matters closest to the people to the provinces, and the powers to deal

with national issues to the federal govemment.^^ For Hatfield, the proposed constitutional

package continued, for the most part, to protect the division of powers, and to respect

provincial autonomy. The only area in the constitutional order that is disturbed by the

proposed resolution is the provincial right over education in the province ofQuebec. New

Brunswick was not alone in its support ofTrudeaus initiative, however. The government of

Ontario led by William Davis was a proponent ofpatriation including an entrenched charter

of rights and the amending formula, although Ontario never officially sat before the

Committee.

The fourth and last provincial government to address the committee was

Saskatchewan with then Premier Allan Blakeney drawing on similar arguments as other

critics of Trudeau's proposal. Blakeney argued that on principle he was opposed to the

constitutional entrenchment of a charter of rights because it would change the legislative

power ofboth Parliament and the provincial legislatures, and should require the unanimous

consent ofall the governments involved. For Blakeney, the unilateral actions by the Federal

Government to patriate the constitution and entrench a charter of rights violated the

principles of federalism.^^

Aside from provincial governments sitting before the committee, a few of the

provincial opposition political parties also elected to give testimony, primarily from
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provinces w^ose governing parties chose not to sit before the Committee. The Union

Nationale, led by interim leader Michel Le Moignan, presented before the committee the

federal framework which Quebec traditionally favoured, as well as his party's views ofthe

proposed constitutional changes. Le Moignan argued that the new constitution must be

designed and adopted in Canada, by Canadians, with the approval and consent of the

provinces, and clearly must recognize the equal status of the two orders of government.

Moreover, the new constitution must recognize the dual nature of Canada and alBBrm that

Quebec is "the heart ofone ofthese two founding nations."^^ Similarly, Le Moignan further

argued that the entrenchment of a charter of rights was an infringement of exclusive

provincial jurisdiction that altered the current division ofpowers and the sovereignty ofthe

provmces. For Le Moignan, the only manner in which a charter could be entrenched

legitimately, without interfering with provincial autonomy, was with the consent of the

provinces. '>.". r'.'-.-' > iiiu. .'^ vtl' ; .;• v v-^c-' k. t
•.'.;' y*"'-' (<:•• ^

•

f . . Similarly, two opposition parties fix)m Alberta appeared before the conmiittee to

address their concerns and recommendations for the new constitution. The Alberta New

Democratic Party leader Grant Notley, along with Ms. M. McCreary, Co-Chair ofthe Alberta

NDP Constitution Committee, and Dr. Garth Stevenson, Member of the Alberta NDP and

constitutional expert, supported the entrenchment ofa charter ofrights, hi his presentation,

Notley argued that in any constitutional review, "one has to recognize the need for strong

provinces, but also a strong federal government."^' For fedendism in Canada, there must be

a balance between the two orders of government within the constitutional order. With

respect to the entrenchment of the Charter, Stevenson stated, "We do not view this as a
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question of centralization or one which divides the interests of the East fix)m the West, but

really as a measure which would strengthen the individual against the state, and by state we

mean both levels of government."*^ Moreover, while there was an agreement that the

Charter no doubt would affect the powers and authorities ofeach order ofgovernment, there

was also a consensus that the constitutional balance of power would continue to be

maintained without a significant shift in power fi'om one government to the other.

The Alberta Social Credit Party, however, was far more sceptical, at least about the

process for adopting an entrenched charter of rights in the constitution, if not about the

substance. Echoing the concerns ofmany other critics ofTrudeau's proposal. Rod Sykes, the

Leader ofthe Alberta Social Credit, was concerned greatly by the unilateral action to amend

the constitution prior to patriation. The amendments to the constitution, including a charter

of rights, had not been agreed to by the provinces, and vfcre such as to alter or potentially

alter the division of powers and the relations between the Federal government and the

provinces.'*^ Moreover, the constitution, once patriated, would be a new constitution,

imposed on the provinces against their will.

The Committee also heard testimony fi*om a number of constitutional experts who

spoke on their own beheilf, including Gil Remillard of Laval University, and Peter Russell

fix>m the University ofToronto, who spoke at length about the nature ofCanadian federaUsm

and the impact of both the patriation process and the substance of the proposed Charter of

Rights. According to Russell, entrenching rights in a constitution is as serious an

undertaking as any nation can embark on because it transfers power away from the governing

authority and places limitations on the supremacy of the government to encroach on the
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personal liberties of the people. In short, it is a change in the social contract between the

people in a state and its sovereign. Moreover, the judiciary becomes entrusted with the task

of interpreting the terms of the contract."^^ Additionally, Russell argued that the sovereign

powers ofthe provinces to enact legislation within their exclusive spheres ofjurisdiction as

outlined by the original Constitution, would be altered by both the substance and the process

of the Charter: by substance, in that it injfringes on their rights to govern over purely

provincial matters, as well as transferring ultimate supremacyaway fix)m the legislatures and

Parliament to the Supreme Court as the final interpreter and guardian ofthe Constitution; by

process, in that, as many other critics and those opposed to unilateral action have opined,

these fundamental changes to the constitution were being done without the consent of

provinces.*^

Similarly, Remillard, who subsequently would be a minister in the government of

Robert Bourassa, argued before the Committee that the proposed resolution challenged the

very basic principles offederalism because it sought to alter the terms ofthe union without

the consent ofone party. Remillard expressed the traditional Quebec beliefthat the British

North America Act, 1867, is a pact, a compromise, and a legal structure,"*^ and therefore can

not be changed without the consent of all the parties involved. Beyond that, federalism is

also a way of seeing things at both the provincial level as well as the national level.

Federalism in Canada exists because ofthe vast geography, the different regions and cultures,

and the two dominant language groups. As such, Remillard further argued that in order for a

charter of rights to be entrenched in the constitution, the federal government must have a

consensus fi-om the provinces because it affects the autonomy ofthe provincial governments
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within their respective spheres ofjurisdiction.

> .' In January 198 1 , the special committee on the constitution had completed its work,

and on February 1 5, 1 98 1 , it tabled its final report, ultimately approving Trudeau's proposal.

In the debate that followed in the House of Commons, Trudeau defended his position to

patriate the constitution unilaterally and entrench a charter ofrights. He stated that the will

ofthe Canadian people demands that it be done, and the rights of the Canadian people are

beyond the scope of federalism. Trudeau argued that not only was unanimity among the

provinces impossible, so too was even a majority agreement. Trudeau further argued that

contrary to the position ofthe opposition, the Charter is neither against federalism nor does it

deny the spirit offederalism.'*^ Moreover, Trudeau reaffirmed the government position that

the Charter does not transfer powers from the provinces to the central government, but rather,

if anything at all, it transfers power from the government to the people.'*^

On April 16, 1981, premiers from the provinces representing the "gang of eight"

(Quebec, Alberta, Manitoba, Prince Edward Island, Newfoimdland, British Columbia,

Saskatchewan, and Nova Scotia), signed a new Canadian patriation plan including an

amending formula. In the accord, the signing provinces agreed to patriate the constitution as

quickly as possible, adopt a new amending formula, (known as the Vancouver consensus),

and enter into constitutional negotiations based on the new amending formula. This accord

re-emphasized the gang of eight's position that the Charter and all other amendments in

Trudeau's proposal should be negotiated after patriation with consent ofthe provinces.'*^ The

accord was conditional upon the Government of Canada withdrawing the proposed joint

address on the constitution. Nevertheless, the premiers' attempt to forestall Trudeau's plan
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with this new accord was ineffective. Debate continued in the House ofCommons and the

Senate on the proposal and Tnideau moved closer to unilateral patriation and a charter of

rights.

The provinces, however, would win an important victory against Trudeau. Three

provinces had submitted references to their courts regarding the constitutionality of

Trudeau's proposals. In September, 1 98 1 , the Supreme Court ofCanada, on appeal from the

Manitoba, Quebec, and Newfoundland Courts ofAppeal, rendered its verdict in a landmark

casQ, Reference reAmendment ofthe Constitution ofCanada, (Nos. 1, 2, and 3) (1981).^ In

its decision, the Court held that unilateral action to patriate the constitution by the

Government ofCanada was legal and therefore constitutional under the current fi-ameworic of

the British North America Act, 1867. Nevertheless, the Court also held that there existed a

constitutional convention that required "some" provincial consent to constitutional

amendments that afifect federal-provincial relationships."^^ Accordingly, the unilateral action

by Trudeau was deemed unconstitutional. As a result, Trudeau backed away from unilateral

patriation and agreed to meet the premiers.

At the subsequent Federal-Provincial First Ministers Conference on the morning of

November 5, 1981, the provinces, with the exception of Quebec, and the Federal

Government reached an agreement. In the agreement, Ottawa and "a substantial number of

provincial governments"^^ agreed to patriate the constitution, adopt the April Accord or

"Vancouver" Amending Formula with a few modifications, and entrench the full Charter of

Rights and Freedoms that was currently before Parliament with a few modifications, one of

which included the addition of the "notwithstanding" clause.^ ^ That afternoon, Trudeau
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announced in the House of Commons that 'Ve have by consensus constitutionalized an

endeavour begun in this House more than a year ago to bring Canada's Constitution to

Canada, to have in it an amending formula and to have in it a charter ofrights...
"^^ Many of

the concerns raised by the provinces, that the process and the substance of an entrenched

charter fundamentally would alter the foundations of federalism in Canada, had been

addressed. The provinces were able to negotiate with Ottawa on the various provisions of

the Charter. The provinces' main fears that the Charter would become a centralizing force

through judicial interpretations by the Supreme Court ofCanada apparently were olBfset by

the inclusion of the 'notwithstanding' clause^^ whereby provinces could override certain

sections ofthe Charter.

Fourteen years, numerous conferences and conmiittees, and coimtless hours of

negotiations later, the Government of Canada and all but one of the provinces finally had

reached an agreement on the constitution. In early December, the proposed resolution

respecting the Constitution ofCanada was adopted by Parliament. It was transmitted by the

Governor General to the United Kingdom and on the 22°** ofDecember, 198 1 , was presented

in the House ofCommons ofthe United Kingdom. By March 29, 1 982, it finally was given

Royal Assent by Queen Elizabeth n and proclaimed in force on April 17, 1982.^ Canada

ultimately had established full control over its constitution with anew amending formula and

an entrenched Charter of Rights and Freedoms. A new era in Canadian politics began,

shifting from the politics of federalism to the politics of rights and freedoms.

r,-*
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4.

The Charter and Quebec

The Canadian Charter ofRights andFreedoms has been a part ofthe Constitution for

ahnost twenty five years. In that time, the effect of the Charter on the two institutional

foundations of the Canadian state, Parliamentary supremacy and federalism,^ has been

debated greatly by politicians, academics, and the intellectual elites. Parliamentary

supremacy subsequently has been qualified with constitutional supremacy by the courts;

likewise, provincial governments no longer can lay claim to being sovereign within their

respective fields of jurisdiction under the terms of the Constitution Act, 1867^ and were

conj&onted with the challenge ofreconciling public policy with new national standards set by

the Charter and again, by the courts.^ Consequently, one of the most important questions

that has been raised over the years pertains to the success of the Charter in achieving the

goals aspired to by its framers. Has it improved federalism and unified the country, or has

the Charter failed? This is not an easy question to answer, particularly in the general sense,

given the dualistic nature ofCanadian federalism and the status ofQuebec in the federation

vis a vis the other nine provinces. Quebec always has been a unique participant in Canadian

federalism and likewise, it is assumed that the impact ofthe Charter on Quebec would be far

different than on any other particular province. Moreover, given Trudeau's desire to

entrench civil liberties, in particular language rights, and to combat the growing separatist

movement in Quebec, the Charter would have a different significance for Quebec than for
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the rest of Canada.

As such, in order to answer this question accurately or effectively, it is necessary to

address this question in two ways. The first is to look at the broad implications of the

Charter for federalism and whether the Charter has failed to stem the tide of Quebec

nationalism while fostering a new Canadian identity. The second way is to look at Quebec

separately, because of its distinctive place in Canadian federalism and the specific issue of

language rights as they relate to Quebec. While language rights do relate to the other

provinces, they have a different importance for Quebec precisely because the linguistic

minority in Quebec is the majority everys^iiere else in North America. Thus, the majority

needs protection fi-om the minority language as well as vice-versa. The central theme of

this chapter will explore the effect ofthe Charter on Quebec with respect to federalism, and

the success of Tnideau in unifying Canada as one nation, thus attempting to answer the

question, has the Canadian Charter ofRights andFreedoms failed Quebec? The following

chapter will explore the question fi-om the broader perspective, has the Charter failed the rest

of Canada (ROC) and imdermined federalism in Canada?

Has the Charter failed Quebec? The simple answer is yes. Although still legally

bound by its provisions, Quebec never officially signed on to the Charter despite the fact that

the patriation initiative was, in part, a move by the Federal Government following the 1980

referendum to appease or at least subdue the Quebec government which was looking for a

renewed relationship within the federation.^ During the referendum campaign in a speech in

Montreal, Trudeau had promised constitutional change and committed himself and his
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government to "renewed federalism" if the 'Wow" side was victorious/ The changes that

were made were not what Quebec nationalists had envisioned or hoped for. Quebec was

disillusioned with the Charter, the new amending formulae and the promise of a better

relationship and status within the constitution. Moreover, two further attempts^ by the

Mulroney government to bring Quebec back into the 'constitutional family' also failed. For

Quebec, the failure of the Charter is a much more complex answer rooted in the intrinsic

nature offederalism and the historical understanding that Quebec's place in Canada is as one

oftwo founding nations.

Organization
. » r^^Ai/i ^ .^ m.-?

In summary, this chapter advances the argument that the Charter has failed Quebec,

furthering the division between the Province and the rest of Canada, and undermined the

principles offederalism as they stand in the Constitution Act, 1867. Instead ofameUorating

the tensions between Quebec and Canada, as Trudeau had hoped, the Charter has intensified

them.^ This chapter will be divided into four parts. The first part will look at Quebec's place

in the federation and the position that it is not just another province but rather one oftwo

founding nations committed to the preservation ofdualism and a constitutional fi:amework

that reflects and maintains it. The second part of the chapter vsdll examine the issue of

language and its importance to the identity and character ofQuebec. It would be difficult to

understand just how the Charter in general, and the language provisions in particular, affect

Quebec without understanding the significance of language and its place in the identity of
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that province. The third part ofthe chapter then will examine how the Charter has affected

Quebec and the future implications. The final part ofthis chapter will discuss the Supreme

Court decision Ford v. Quebec (Attorney General) (1988), andhow it directly challenged the

legislative competence ofthe government ofQuebec to legislate efifectively in a provincial

sphere ofjurisdiction. By the end ofthis chapter, we will be able to witnessjust how rights

discourse impacts federalism in Canada in relation to the province of Quebec, and we

definitively can conclude that the Charter has both undermined federalism and failed

Quebec.

Quebec's Place in Canadian Federalism

Quebec's Francophone population, or at least its clerical and poUtical elites, was the

first to reject the American Revolution in 1776 because they considered more or less

explicitly that their identity and their culture would be better protected within the British

Empire. At the very least. The Quebec Act (1 774) seemed to promise more protection than

the Americans likely were to offer. When Canada was created in 1 867, the motivation to do

so was the desire to counter the forces of American integration. Despite Sir John A.

MacDonald's wishes that Canada become a unitary state similar to the United Kingdom, he

had to bow to strong pressure fi-om the colonies, especially Quebec, to form a federation, but

one that would be markedly different fi-om the American experience.^ From the time of

Confederation in 1 867 to the present day, Canada's federal system has "home the lion's share

ofthe burden ofbringing together a linguistically and regionally diverse citizen body within
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the confines of a single nation-state."* The original constitutional structure under the

Constitution Act 1867 enabled political and economic union at the time, and among other

things, was able to accommodate the unique needs ofQuebec.^ "Federalism ensured that the

French-speaking majority in that province would have the powers necessary for cultural

preservation,"^^ notably, education, the civil law in the form ofthe civil code, and property

and civil rights. The French Canadians living in Quebec became faithful to the principles of

federalism as it allowed them to maintain a distinct society within Canada and likewise, the

case can be made that Quebec has been the most prominent defender ofboth federalism and

the British parliamentary system.
^^

"Quebec is a complex and interesting society."^^ It has played a dynamic role in the

evolution of Canadian federalism and the relationship between "Canada's cultural duality

and its federal institutions."^^ Moreover, there has been much debate among Canadians

about whether Quebec is a province of Canada like the others, or whether it is a distinct

society that should be treated differently. Whatever the outcome ofthe debate, there is little

question that fi-om a sociological perspective Quebec is very much a distinct society in

relation to its North American counterparts.^^ The imiqueness ofQuebec in relation to the

other provinces is not just a matter of language, but of culture, and culture to the Queb^ois

intimately is linked to identity.
^^ From a political standpoint, Quebec is distinct as well, if

for no other reasons than its view or comprehension of its place in federalism is as one oftwo

foimding nations of Canada, and its understanding that Confederation was the result of a

compact entered into by the provinces and the United Kingdom.** Implicit in this
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understanding is that no change in the current division of powers, or in the relationship

between the provinces and the federal government, should be allowed to take place without

the unanimous consent of the provinces, or at least Quebec. ^^ Likewise, implied in this

understanding was that "only the provincial government represented Quebec's interests."^^

Michael Ignatieff, a renowned writer and historian, as well as an elected member of

Parliament and leadership contender for the Liberal Party, has written.

Federalism ... is just a particular way of sharing political power among
different peoples within a state ... Those who believe in federalism hold

that different peoples do not need states oftheir own in order to enjoy self-

determination. Peoples ... may agree to share a single state, while

retaiiiing substantial degrees of selfgovernment over matters essential to

' their identity as peoples. - .

The essential claim by the province ofQuebec is that it constitutes a 'different people' and

thus, wants to share political power, coordinated but not subordinated, to fulfill its mission to

become, in the words of its former premier Jean Lesage, "the political expression ofFrench

Canada." This has become especially true since the 1 960s and the 'Quiet Revolution.' The

Quiet Revolution refers to the period between 1960 and 1966, when a series of legislative

changes gave new powers to the provincial government which in turn inspired many social

changes in Quebec society. While the details of the changes can be read elsewhere, the

importance of this time period is that Quebec society entered into a new era. During this

period, "much of Quebec's Francophone population had come to equate the promotion of

their collective identity with the empowerment of the provincial state. The Qu^becois, as

they now began to call themselves, felt that in the state and its agencies they at last had the
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collective tools with which to build their future society."^* As Garth Stevenson writes, as a

consequence, the established belief that the current tenns and division of powers of the

Constitution Act, 1867 were sufficient for Quebec was quickly dismissed. "Instead Quebec

politicians, officials, and academics increasingly argued that the Quebec 'nation' required

new powers and 'special status' to develop its potential."^

Language in Quebec Society

Language plays a central role in social relations and as such, it emerges as a key

factor in the way social relations, and ultimately societies, are constructed.^ Language has

played a fundamental role in the development ofQuebec society especially since the 1960s

with the culmination ofthe rise of Francophones as the dominant group in the economy of

the province, and the emergence of "a new generation of dynamic and proud French

Canadians, making a living out of using their French language."^"^ The French language

would become intrinsic to the identity of the Quebecois. Quebec is the only province in

Canada where they could Uve and work in French.^

There was a growing concern during the 1960s in Quebec about the future of the

French language. There was a trend among new immigrants to the province to adopt English

and send their children to English schools. In addition, Quebec society also witnessed an

abnq)t decline in the birth rate among the Francophone population. Moreover, English was

still the dominant language in the marketplace and in business.^^ Language had become such

an important aspect of identity to the province and among the Queb^ois who began to see
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themselves "as a majority in the province and not as a minority in Canada"^^ that in the

1970s, a number of statutes were passed by the various Quebec governments further to

promote and protect the language.

In 1 974, Robert Bourassa' s Liberal government passed Bill 22, the OfficialLanguage

Act, making the French language the official language of the province. In 1976, the first

separatist government in Quebec, the Parti Quebecois led by Rene Levesque, was elected.

The following year the Levesque government deemed the Official LanguageAct inadequate

and replaced it with the Quebec Charter ofthe French Language, informally known as Bill

lOL The new statute brought in sweeping new language policies that affected every facet of

life in Quebec from govermnent and the courts, to education, the work place, and public

signs and corporate advertising.^^ The preamble of the Charter ofthe French Language

states, "the French language ... is the instrument by which that people has articulated its

identity."^^ Even the Supreme Court ofCanada inFord v. Quebec^^ (wWch will be discussed

in greater detail further on) acknowledged that "Language is not merely a means or medium

of expression; it colours the content and meaning of expression. It is a means by which a

people may express its cultural identity."^ ^ Language separates Quebec from the other

provinces and the recognition of this separation is paramount when examining how the

Charter has failed Quebec. Language has such an intrinsic significance toward identity that

naturally the language rights provisions ofthe Charter would affect Quebec differently than

the rest ofCanada, and the broader effects ofthe Charter on federalism in general also would

have a different effect on Quebec's understanding and place in the federal system.
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Language rights in Canada are unusual in that they are 'positive' rights. They are

different fix)m most other rights such as 'negative' rights, ^^ch constrain governments fiom

acting or encroaching upon a person's individual liberties but do not require any positive

action on behalfofthe government. Positive rights, on the other hand, entitle an individual

to certain action by the government, such as funding for schools, or the extension of social

benefits. With the Charter ofRights and Freedoms came new protection for language

rights that would become a key component of the proposed constitutional amendments in

1982. The federal government at the time, led by Trudeau, saw the Charter as a whole, and

language rights in particular, as a way to strengthen national imity.^^ Prior to the Charter,

language had a precarious place in the constitution. "Language" was not mentioned

expUcitly as a subject ofeither federal or provincial jurisdiction under sections 91 and 92 of

the Constitution Act, 1867. Section 133 guaranteed official bilingualism at the federal level

and in Quebec, at least, in the legislature and the courts. Nevertheless, the provisions of

Canadian federalism made some aspects of regulation of language a de facto provincial

matter. Education, social and health services, for example, are provincial areas of

jurisdiction where language is an important part ofthe delivery ofthe services.

Trudeau had dedicated his career to the struggle against Quebec nationaUsm and

separatism. From a constitutional point ofview, he argued that "the Quebec legislature has

no authority to speak on behalfof 'French Canada' ."^^ As such, he always presented himself

as a champion of federalism; however, to him, a federal system meant equality among the

provinces; Quebec was like the others and therefore, deserved the same powers as the rest of
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the provinces/^ Tlie adoption ofa constitutional bill of rights would establish the unity of

Canada by creating one citizenship. The power ofboth Parliament and the legislatures would

be restrained in favour ofthe Canadian citizen, and further, he envisioned a greater role for

the courts as the final interpreters and protectors of rights for Canadians.^^

His main objective \^^en he started to push for a constitutionalized charter ofrights

was to grant minority language rights, and he believed that the protection ofthese rights was

so important that it could not be left up to the provinces.^^ Trudeau argued that language

rights are of special importance to Canada because of the fact that Canada was foimded by

two distinct language groups; 'language is the basic instrument for preserving and

developing the cultural integrity ofa people."^^ The manner in '\^iiich to preserve those rights

is through a broad and extensive guarantee within the constitution. Moreover, Trudeau also

believed that achieving language parity within federal institutions was a better means to

preserving federalism in Canada as opposed to granting special powers or status to Quebec."*^

The Charter 's minority language rights provisions, as well as other guaranteed rights and

freedoms, as the "supreme law ofCanada,"*^ would enable the courts to be brought into the

political sphere as actors, encroaching on provincial jurisdiction over language, education,

property and civil rights.

How the Charter has Affected Quebec and Future Implications

A constitutionalized bill ofrights is a concept borrowed from the political culture of

the United States. Ironically, however, although the Charter is only a littie more than twenty
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years old, it often is said that it is now a major part of the Canadian identity, at least, as

Lysiane Gagnon qualifies, "as far as English Canadian intellectuals are concerned."*^

Nevertheless, with the introduction ofthe Charter it can be argued that the Charter has led to

the *Americanization' ofthe political culture in Canada, and the Canadian constitution has

shifted fundamentally from being a constitution "similar in principle to that of the United

Kingdom"*^ to one that embodies individual rights to 'life, liberty, and security of the

person'. As Louis Balthazar argues, the French Canadians, who traditionally have been

defenders offederalism and the British Parliamentary system, may break from the Canadian

federation precisely because the entrenchment of the Charter "[has] made the federation

alien from its original intent and more similar to the American concept ofnational union,"^ a

concept that from the beginning, has been rejected by the French Canadians.

As a consequence, the Charter has been received with mixed feelings and raises an

interesting question: why has Quebec not signed on to the Charter'} Understanding now the

importance oflanguage to the people of Quebec, and how that province views itselfand its

place in the federal system, we can see that there are two principal reasons to understanding

Quebec's reluctance to signing the Charter. The first reason is the manner in which the

Charter came about. Trudeau's move to patriate the constitution unilaterally gave way to a

power struggle between the provinces, and in particular, Quebec and the federal government

In the end, the constitution was patriated with an entrenched Charter of Rights and

Freedoms with the support ofthe other nine provinces. Quebec was excluded from the final

agreement and thus did not sign the accord.'*^ For this reason, the Charter could not be seen
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as a breakthrough or as a "progressivist initiative."^ Nor was it the 'renewed federalism'

that was promised them. On the contrary, it was viewed as part ofa package that "had been

brutally imposed on Quebec without its consent by English Canada."*^ Moreover, it

signalled an end to the compact theory offederalism and the beliefthat no amendment could

be made to the constitution without the unanimous consent of the provinces, and in

particular, of Quebec.

Furthennore, for Quebec, it indicated an abandonment and a betrayal by the other

provinces. In addition, this was another incident in the growing antagonism between two

schools ofthought with respect to the Charter and federalism that plagued the two decades

prior and during the patriation negotiations. The first, embodied by Trudeau, asserted that

French Canadians "given individual rights, equal chances, and a decent degree ofprotection

for their language shouldbe able to affirm themselves throughout the country."*^ The second

school of thought which was endorsed by virtually all provincial politicians in Quebec,

focussed on the collective rights ofthe Quebecois "to develop the institutions and increase

the powers of the province that was their only true homeland - the only place where they

formed a majority."^^ This leads us to the second principal reason why Quebec is reserved

in its acceptance of the C/zarrer.

The Charter endeavours to establish and cultivate a pan-Canadian juridical identity

across the federal system. In the words of Alan Cairns, "the Charter generates a roving

normative Canadianism, oblivious to provincial boundaries... a homogenising Charter-

derived-rights-bearing Canadianism."^^ In essence, it creates a country in which there exists
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one pan-Canadian identity, one citizenship, not ten provincial identities and ten provincial

citizenships.^^ The end results of such does two things. First, it fundamentally alters the

two nations theory ofCanadian federalism and second, parliamentary supremacy is replaced

with constitutional supremacy and Charter imperialism. As discussed earlier, there is also

the real implication that the minority language education rights under the Charter will

threaten thejurisdictional sovereignty ofthe provinces' rights over education. Moreover, the

Charter also encroaches on property and civil rights, one of the enumerated classes of

provincial jurisdiction which originallywas designed to protect Quebec's legal system, under

section 92 of the Constitution Act, 1867.^^ As James Tully argues, in the specific case of

Quebec, the Charter "violates thejurisdictional autonomy ofQuebec's civil law and civilian

tradition guaranteed in the Quebec Act of 1774."^^ The retention and preservation of

Quebec's civil code was a defining feature and fundamental distinction between Quebec and

the rest ofCanada, which lives by the common law system inherited from England. Under

the Charter, there will be one national standard with respect to civil law in the provinces

wiiich undoubtedly will result in significant changes in the Quebec civil code as the evolving

Charter jurisprudence will lead to an accelerated blurring of the distinction between the

English common law and the French Cm/ Coc/e.

Property and civil rights, and education are two of the largest areas of exclusive

provincial responsibility under the division ofpowers. They are provincial responsibilities

precisely because of the belief and the understanding at the time of Confederation that

Quebec has its own culture and identity and the provinces would be the best suited to
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preserve and protect local cultural identities.^ While there is no actual transfer ofpower or

authority from the provinces to the federal government by the Charter, there is a transfer of

power from all governments to the court system and ultimately, to the Supreme Court of

Canada - another federal institution that is appointed by the federal government Under

programs such as the Court Challenges Program/^ the federal government can do indirectly

what it could not do directly, that is, to use Charter litigation to challenge provincial

authority in provincial areas ofjurisdiction.^

The loss that Quebec has felt under the Charter is two-fold. First, along with the loss

of its place in the federal system and the demise of the compact theory, it also has lost its

special status at the Premiers' Conference. In the past, Quebec's size and distinct character

gave it an understanding that it had a veto over any constitutional change, by convention if

not legally, thus giving it a political advantage. However, shortly after the constitution was

patriated, the Supreme Court in Reference Re: Amendment to the Canadian Constitution,^^

dismissed the claim that Quebec had any veto, conventional or constitutional. Moreover, the

defeat of the Meech Lake and Charlottetown Accords indicated that the Charter had

transformed the way Canadians think about federalism with the result that satisfying

Quebec's desire for autonomy and status was apparently a lower priority than before.

Prior to 1982, the Constitution easily could be described as the 'government's'

constitution. However, v^th the entrenchment of the Charter it became the 'peoples"

constitution, and future change to their constitution would not happen without their

participation. This is evidenced by the defeat of the Meech Lake Accord that witnessed
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heavy resistance by citizen groups who opposed both the substance of the Accord and the

closed process that produced it.^^ "For the first time in Canadian history, a constitutional

accord that had the support ofall eleven first ministers did notbecome law."^' This signalled

the end to the historical monopoly on the constitutional amending process that the first

ministers traditionally had enjoyed.

1 Peter Russell, assessing the defeat of Meech Lake, declared, "Charter rights had

replaced provincial rights as the fundamental constitutional rights."^ The nationalists in

Quebec v^ere far more explicit in what the loss ofMeech meant for them: "The failure ofthe

Meech Lake Accord marks a real turning point in the history of Quebec and Canada. It

demonstrates that the dualist dream which Quebec intellectuals and politicians passed on

fi-om generation to generation is virtually impossible."^^ Likewise, the 1992 Charlottetown

AccordvfovXd. follow in the same footsteps as Meech. Despite the attempt by the premiers to

seek public legitimization ofthe agreement through a national referendum, the Accord again

was rejected, also in Quebec. As a consequence, the traditional politics of elite

accommodation, and the use ofthe first ministers conference for conducting constitutional

politics were no longer sufficient to appease the population. The constitutional politics in

Canada prior to 1982 were about the dominance ofgovernments. The Charter changed all

that. Federalism lost out to the 'people,' to rights, and to pan-Canadian citizenship.

Quebec's second loss comes in the form oflegislative loss at the hands ofthe courts,

in particular, the invalidation of statutes through judicial review. What makes this kind of

loss significant is that when a provincial government has a piece oflegislation invalidated by
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a court, all the provincial governments indirectly lose the legislative authority to deal with

the particular issue in their own way. This is a consequence ofthe structure ofthe judicial

system in Canada. While the political system is structured federally, the justice system in

Canada is imitary, meaning there is one court system that is hierarchical in structure with the

Supreme Court of Canada at the apex. As such, all decisions by the Supreme Court are

binding on all lower courts and all governments in Canada.^^ While the national government

is as bound as the provinces by the decisions of the Supreme Court, any loss imder the

Charter to the authority ofthe federal government to legislate in a particular area is a loss to

another national institution. In this regard, there is still a national standard being set.

The Quebec legislation that was invalidated by the Supreme Court was substantial in

nature. Unlike the federal statutes that were invalidated, which mostly dealt with old

criminal code provisions and police procedures, Quebec lost entire sections ofone ofits most

valuable and important pieces oflegislation. Bill 101, the Charter ofthe French Language.

This infuriated Quebec nationalists and intensified the divide between Quebec and the rest of

Canada. The premier of Quebec m response invoked section 33, the 'notwithstanding

clause', to override the Supreme Court decision, but at great political cost. English

Canadians outside ofQuebec and Anglophones in Quebec did not see the implementation of

section 33 as an act to save its legislation fi^om invalidation throughjudicial review, nor as a

strike against an agreement to which it refused to give assent, but rather, they saw it as a

deliberate attack on the English minority that lived in the province.^ Relations between

Quebec and the rest ofCanada hit a new all-time low, and the tensions in the federal system
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rose to new heights. Likewise, under the Charter, the federal government foimd new ways to

challenge various provinces, and in particular Quebec's minority language policies through

the use of the Court Challenges Program that would provide infrastructure and funding to

minority language groups. These groups backed by federal funding, would use the courts to

compel changes in provincial language policies. From this perspective, the Charter, in the

words ofF.L. Morton, "represents an institutional loss ofpolicy autonomy for the provinces

and a corollary empowerment ofsocial interests favoured by the federal government"^^ The

perception in the media was that these court challenges were launched by persecuted

minorities struggling to obtain their rights agsiinst a hostile government, rather than the

heavy-handed attempts by Ottawa to intrude in provincialjurisdiction.^ Alliance Quebec, a

federally funded Anglophone rights group in Quebec, was able to challenge successfully

three major sections ofBill 101 in the courts.

In short. The Charter has turned minority interests into minority rights, transferred

authority over language policy out of provincial legislatures and into federally appointed

courts and shifted provincial matters involving provincial areas ofjurisdiction to a national

forum. The result is a defacto strengthening ofthe authority of the federal government at

the expense ofthe authority ofthe provincial governments.^^ "Victory in a courtroom rights

battle carries the implication of permanence. The victor's policy is constitutionally

entrenched, and the whole point ofentrenchment is to guarantee a permanence not possible

in legislative politics."^^ In the end, under the Charter, the federal government has been able

to use the courts successfully to engage in micro-constitutional amendment^^ throughjudicial
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review, thus slowly changing the traditional principles of federalism and the division of

powers, an alteration that becomes highlighted by the Ford decision. Moreover, the federal

government will be able to continue this approach to constitutional change as part ofits plan

under the Charter to create and establish a pan-Canadian identity ofone citizenship and ten

equal provinces.

Ford V. Quebec and Broader Political Implications

At issue in the Ford case was whether certain provisions ofthe Charter ofthe French

Language that required public signs and commercial advertising be in French only were a

violation ofthe freedom ofexpression provisions ofthe Charter ofRights andFreedoms and

the Quebec Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms, and of the guarantee against

discrimination based on language ofthe Quebec Charter. The Quebec Superior Court held

that Bill 101 violated the provisions ofthe Quebec Charter and was of"no force or effect."

The Quebec Court of Appeal agreed with the Superior Court and also held that Bill 101

infringed on the freedoms ofexpression provisions ofthe Canadian Charter. The Supreme

Court ofCanada imanimously agreed with the two Quebec courts.

The Ford decision was a controversial decision by the Supreme Court ofCanada, but

not necessarily because of what the court said in its decision, but by the medium in which

Ford was decided and the implicit broader political implications that resulted. By this, it is

meant that it was not so much what was said but who said it, namely, a national supreme

court, appointed by the federal government, using a document that was forced upon Quebec
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by the federal government, telling Quebec that their Charter ofthe French Language, the

crown jewel of the Quebec government's language policy, was unconstitutional.

It is important to understand in the context of this decision the justifications for the

language policy in the first place, aside fi-om the fact that 'language' is a fimdamental aspect

of identity and culture. Essentially, there are two arguments that can be made. The first is

the collective rights argimient, the right of the French speaking majority to its cultural

survival. The second argument hinges on liberal democratic principles, that in order to foster

social cohesion and equal participation, there is a need for a common pubUc language.^^ The

Attorney-General for Quebec argued before the Court that there is a distinction between the

medium and the message, that Bill 101 did not regulate the content of speech, only the

language in which it is conveyed; therefore, there was no violation. The government of

Quebec was fostering only the need for a common language. The Supreme Court had

disagreed, however. They stated in their decision that "language is not merely a carrier of

content ... Language itselfw content."^ Nevertheless, the Court did agree that the legislative

objective of Bill 101 was important and legitimate; however, it did not constitute a

"reasonable limit" as "demonstrably justified in a fi-ee and democratic society."^^

While the fiill details ofthe decision can be read elsewhere, the important issue is that

the actual substance ofthe decision was not overtly controversial fi"om a legal perspective.

The impugned sections of Bill 101 were found to be in violation of not just the Canadian

Charter but also ofthe Quebec Charter, passed by a Quebec government. The controversy

comes fi*om the broader political implications as a result. As discussed earlier, one of the
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fears ofthe Charter that was voiced by Quebec, as well as seven other provmces, was over

the transfer ofpower from the governments to the courts. From the provincial perspective, it

was a well-founded concern, highlighted by the implications of the Ford decision. This

essentially comes down to the crux ofthe argument that the Charter imdermines federalism

and as a consequence, has failed Quebec. The broader political context ofthe case, by going

to the courts to resolve disputes, has the effect of disabling and derailing the political

debate.^"^ It does this because it sends an implicit message to the people ofQuebec that *the

issue you have been debating is not one you are entitled to debate, and thus decide for

yourselves. In important respects, the issue has already been decided by the Charter.'"''^

Clearly, this was the case in Quebec after the Ford decision was rendered. The people of

Quebec had just been told that when it comes to *language,' an issue of fimdamental

importance to the Francophones of Quebec, and an issue that has long been established as

falling under the legislativejurisdiction ofthe province, they are no longer capable ofcontrol

because ofthe Canadian Charter ofRights and Freedoms.

Conclusions

The original Confederation bargain in 1867 that was shaped by dualism and the

compact theory was altered fimdamentally in 1982 with the introduction of the Charter.

Since then, it is argued that the judicialization of politics and the emergence of strong and

growing rights jurisprudence has weakened government power in Canada and undermined

the basic principles of federalism. The ultimate result is the failure ofthe Charter to unify
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the country. Rather than addressing and accommodating the needs and concerns ofQuebec,

the federal government led by Pierre Elliot Trudeau pushed ahead with his plans to patriate

the constitution and entrench a charter ofrights. The result is a fundamental shift in Canada

iBrom parliamentary supremacy to constitutional supremacy. Moreover, the Charter has in a

relatively short time become so popular with English speaking Canadians that efforts,

described by Peter Russell as 'mega constitutional politics' to reinstate the kind offederalism

that would be suitable to Quebec have all been in vain.^^ The federalism imder the Charter

equally has failed Quebec, evidenced by the failure of Meech and Charlottetown to

restructure the constitution, and by the re-invigoration ofQuebec separatism that in the 1995

referendum in Quebec saw the sovereignists fall short ofa victory by a mere 60,000 votes.^

That is not to say, however, that the federation has and will remain status quo. The

constitution, as Peter Russell describes, can be understood as an organic system. Although

Quebec lost in the 'mega-constitutional' rounds, it had gained much ofwhat it asked for by

administrative change through intergovernmental agreements. Following the 1995

referendum, then Prime Minister Chretien introduced a package of semi-constitutional

proposals to honour the promises ofreform he had made at Verdun during the referendum

campaign.^^ Since that time, the two orders of government have entered into other

agreements that in practice alter the division ofpowers while avoiding formal constitutional

change.
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Can Canadians Become a Sovereign People? 3"* ed. (Toronto; University ofToronto Press, 2004),
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77. Bakvis & Skogstad, pg. 3.

78. Peter Russell, Constitutional Odyssey - Can Canadians Become a Sovereign People? 3"* eA
(Toronto; University ofToronto Press, 2004), pg. 237-238. Included in Chr^en's package was a

resolution by the House ofCommons recognizing Quebec as a distinct society, a restoraticm of Quebec's

constitutional veto widi tihie passing of tiie ConstUutionalAmendments Act, 1996, and changes to the federal

unemployment insurance program to give the provinces greater control over labour market development
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5.

The Charter and the ^Rest of Canada'

Federalism is the most visible and distinctive element in Canadian political life.

Canadian political discourse has been shaped and constructed by the relationships and

conflicts between the federal and provincial governments. The entrenchment of the

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms often has been heralded as the most

fimdamental constitutional change in Canadian political history. Since its inception into

Canadian law in 1982, it has, above anything else, generated numerous discussions and

debates as to its present and fixture role within Canadian political discourse. The Charter

has its advocates and enthusiasts who see the Charter as a crowning glory in the

advancement ofliberdism, human rights, and a strong central Canadian state. Likewise,

there are the sceptics and denouncers who see the Charter as a false hope of rights and

equality, hidden behind an altruistic fa9ade, and an infiingement upon the sovereign

rights ofthe Provinces. And there are those who criticize the Charter on the grounds that

it gives excessive powers to judges at the expense of elected representatives. Over the

past two decades, a number of important debates have emerged among the "chattering

classes of charterland."^ The first issue is whether or not a rights fi^amework is

appropriate for advancing social equality in Canada. The second issue, inextricably

linked to the first, is whether appointed judges, rather than elected legislators, should
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make social policy. Similarly, a third important issue arises with respect to the effect of

the Charter on federalism in Canada; namely, can a rights discourse be reconciled with

federalism.

This chapter will explore the relationship between the Charter and the principles

of federalism in Canada. The argument presented here is that the Canadian Charter of

Rights and Freedoms has had a significant centralizing effect on Canadian federalism.

Moreover, the judicialization of politics that has occurred as a consequence of the

entrenchment ofrights in the constitution ultimately undermines the traditional division

ofpowers framework outlined in the Constitution Act, 1867. While on the surface there

may not appear to be much evidence to support the claim, the first twenty years of

Charter jurisprudence would indicate that the Charter has been a strong centralizing

force within Canadian politics, encroaching on the sovereignty of the provinces, and

undermining the principles of federalism. The previous chapter explored this issue

looking specifically at Quebec. Quebec always has been a distinctive participant in

Canadian federalism and likewise, it is assumed that the impact of the Charter on Quebec

would be far different than on any other particular province. Moreover, the entrenchment of

rights in the constitution, especially language rights and freedom ofexpression, would have a

greater effect on Quebec's language policy, an issue that is paramount to Quebec but not

quite so to the rest of Canada in general. This chapter will look at the Charter and

federalism in Canada and the issues that are of common importance to all the provinces,

namely, the encroachment on the exclusive provincial spheres of jurisdiction, the
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centralization of power, and the ultimate undermining of the principal foundations of

federalism.

It is important to define first, how the Charter is centralizing, and second, what is

meant by the judicialization of politics. The Charter has been characterized by various

critics and academics as a centralizing force in Canada because it leads to a transfer ofpower

from provincial governments to the Supreme Court of Canada, a federally appointed

institution, thus concentrating ultimate authority at the national level. Similarly, the Charter

is seen as having a nationalizing influence because it places constraints on the extent to

which a province can promote community values. In this sense, the Charter fosters and

promotes pan-Canadian identities against provincial identities.^ More important, these

rights, entrenched in the Constitution, ultimately would be interpreted and upheld by the

Supreme Court ofCanada, a federal institution whose decisions are binding on all Canadian

courts, federally and provincially.^ The implication ofthis is that when the Supreme Court of

Canada strikes down a provincial statute, all provinces indirectly lose the legislative authority

to deal with that particular issue. However, ifthe Federal Government has a statute struck

down, they too are impeded in their legislative authority, but they lose that power to another

central institution that has the power to impose a single national standard.* Accordingly, it

can be argued that the impact of judicial review of federal statutes is minimized in

comparison to provincial statutes.

Consequently, since the adoption of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms into

Canadian politics and law, the 115-year tradition of parliamentary supremacy and legal
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federalism has been abandoned and replaced by "a regime of constitutional supremacy

verging onjudicial supremacy."^ The Charter has become a catalyst for anew era ofjudicial

activism and the emergence ofthejudicialization ofpolitics in Canada. On rights issues, the

judiciary has, for better or worse, become a pro-active player, drawn into the political realm

of social policy making; the Court has been transformed into a decidedly public law court,

and Canadians have gone firom "passive spectators to assertive rights-bearers."^ This, as will

be shown, has had a far greater impact on provincial authority than it has had on the axithority

of the Federal Government. This is primarily because provinces are more apt to enact

policies and legislation that deal with social welfare state poUcies and regional diversities and

particularities that diverge from a national standard, and thus, are more likely to infringe on a

protected freedom.

Thejudicialization ofpolitics refers to the expansion ofjudicial power at the expense

ofdemocratic power. There is a shift in authority from Parliament and the legislatures to the

courts, and consequently, there is a shift in the role ofthejudiciary from being a neutral legal

actor to being a political actor with its own political agenda. With respect to the constitution,

the Court has moved beyond its role as umpire between the Federal Government and the

provinces over the division ofpowers. Its members are involved in vital political debates,

deciding on the constitutionality ofdeep moral, political, and social issues such as abortion,

gay rights, the limits offree speech, language policy, education, and the rights ofa province

to secede from the xrnion. As a result, the Supreme Court is charged with an even greater

responsibility through its increased powers ofjudicial review that affect all aspects ofpolitics
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in Canada.

The argument here will proceed in three stages. The first part will examine the

judicialization ofpolitics in Canada and the rise injudicial power since the introduction of

the Charter. While the courts in Canada always have played a fundamental role in the

political and constitutional evolution ofCanada, prior to 1982 the role ofthe Supreme Court

of Canada, (and its predecessor, the JCPC), has been primarily to resolve jurisdictional

disputes between the Federal Government and the provinces as the 'umpire offederalism'. It

is the entrenchment of the Charter as the 'supreme law of Canada' that transforms the

Supreme Court jfrom its traditional umpire role to that of a political actor in Canadian

politics. This will demonstrate two points. First, it will show how the empowerment ofthe

Court has led to an encroachment on the jurisdiction ofprovincial authority far greater than

on that ofthe federal authority, and second, how the transfer ofCanadians from subjects of

Parliament to rights-bearing citizens has led to a fundamentzd shift in the role ofgovernment

for the citizen body. The second area will examine some ofthe significant Supreme Court

decisions and how they erode provincial authority over major policy areas such as education

and social policy, two very important areas that prior to 1982, were exclusive areas of

jurisdiction of the provinces. In particular, this area will focus on minority language

education rights and gay rights. Similarly, this section specifically will examine the federal

and provincial statutes nullified by the Charter. Finally, the third area will evaluate the

arguments put forth that "the Supreme Court ofCanada's Charterjurisprudence has not had

the detrimental effects on Canadian federalism that the critics [ofthe Charter^ contended."
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Ultimately, we will be able to conclude that there is a clash between rights and federalism,

and that the Canadian Charter ofRights andFreedoms undermines the traditional principles

of federalism outlined in the Constitution Act, 1867.

The Judicialization ofPolitics

The enactment of the Charter ofRights and Freedoms, in 1982, brought about a

fundamental change in rights jurispradence in Canada and "provided the necessary

institutional framework for an extensive judicialization of politics."* To use Torbjom

Vallinder's words, it was a heavy dose of"judicialization from without,"' i.e., byjudges. It

easily can be argued that the constitutionalization ofrights in the form ofa bill ofrights, or a

charter, has been a desirable and necessary step in the evolution ofCanadian constitutional

politics. Ran Hirschl, however, argues that, "judicial empowerment is in many cases the

consequence ofa conscious strategy undertaken by threatened political and economic elites

seeking to preserve their hegemony."'^ Political elites deliberately initiate and support a

constitutionalization ofrights in order to transferpower to supreme courts 's^^ere their policy

preferences more likely will be upheld due in part to factors such as the court's record of

adjudication and the ideological preferences of the justices. ^^ The Federal Government

throughout the 1960s and 1 970s was being challenged by the provinces on many fronts. The

provinces were experiencing their greatest periods ofeconomic growth and decentralization.

This was especially the case in Quebec during the Quiet Revolution. The separatist

movement was gaining momentum and more and more Quebeckers were looking to Quebec
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City, and not Ottawa, as their nation's capital. Tnideau's strategy to counter the rise of

provincialism in general and the Quebec separatists in particular was to constitutionally

entrench a charter of rights, thereby transferring ultimate authority to the courts and

preserving the hegemony ofthe Federal Government through the Supreme Court.

Hirschl's theory or explanation complements the arguments put forth by many

Charter critics, especially by the left-wing critics who characterize the Charter as "a most

dangerous form of cqjitalist class rule."^^ (Or conversely, by right-wing critics v^o have

characterized the Charter as "a powerftil weapon in the hands ofself-seeking *special interest

groups.'") Moreover, it is an argument that resonates with the provinces \^o see Tnideau's

Charter as a tool to combat the thriving increase ofQuebec nationalism and the growing rise

of province building, and finally, as a means for the federal government to meddle in

exclusive provincial matters where they previously could not.

Hirschl's arguments also give rise to a third significant critique ofthe Charter, that

the judicialization ofpolitics has led to a sharp departure from the democratic rule oflaw.
^*

The Charter is mostly a collection of'Vague incantations oflofty but entirely abstract ideals,

incapable ofeither restraining or guidingjudges in their application to everyday life."^^ The

judges, who are largely unaccountable for their decisions, are given the power to solve the

questions that are not addressed by the legislatures and also to nullify laws that elected

legislatures have made. This has led to the courts becoming what Robert Martin describes as

"the most dangerous branch."^^ The judges of the Supreme Court actively have been

involved in setting the social agenda, amending legislation, and amending the constitution.
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As Martin describes, "They have not hesitated to address and purport to resolve highly

contentious and divisive issues, such as abortion, assisted suicide, the legitimacy of

homosexuality, and the Quebec secession. Using a technique which it invented, and to wiiich

it gave the name 'reading in,' the Court has been prepared to amend legislation. The Court

has even gone to the point of altering the text ofthe constitution."^^

Federalism is essentially about the shared power between two orders ofgovernment

Each order of government is sovereign within its sphere ofjurisdiction, and up until 1982,

each order of government had supreme authority to legislate on any matter that was intra

vires. According to Christopher Manfredi, the judicialization ofpolitics leads to a shift from

ParUamentaiy Supremacy to Constitutional Supremacy, and finally to a 'jurocracy,' or

judicial supremacy. The courts become in charge, elected governments become

subordinated, the 'people' are no longer their own rulers, and power is no longer shared but

monopolized by the courts. ^^ As discussed in the introductory chapter, this has created an

incongruity within the text of the constitution that manifests itself when attempting to

reconcile individual rights and federalism. The courts have impeded the legislative

competence of both the Federal government and the provinces.

That is not to say that protecting citizens from the whims of government action is

bad. However, the implications for federalism are such that the courts encroach on

provincial autonomy and monopolize power because under the Charter, they now have a

policy veto that carries over into virtually any field ofprovincial jurisdiction. Through the

courts, local social and moral policy issues are transferred from the provincial arena to the
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national one.^' As previously mentioned, the Federal Government is not immune to the

effects ofthe Charter either. The recent controversy over the same sex marriage issue is an

excellent example of national social policy being dictated by the courts to the elected

representatives ofParliament. That issue notwithstanding, there is a fine distinction that can

be made between the impact ofthe Charter on the provinces, and the impact on the Federal

government. As Samuel LaSelva observed.

The Charter's constriction ofprovincialism is magnified by its subtle and

pervasive Canadianism. It is commonly recognized that a Canadian value

is afiSrmed whenever the Charter is used to strike down a provincial law or

executive order. But a Canadian value is also affirmed whenever the

Charter is used to nullify a federal law or executive order. As a result, the
20

Charter generates a continuous afBrmation ofCanadian values.

The policy agenda of the Federal government is ostensibly a national agenda by

nature, so while Parliament's absolute authority to legislate may be impeded by charter

limitations, at the end ofthe day a national standard is still established. The provinces, on

the other hand, may still retain the right to legislate within their exclusive sphere of

jurisdiction, but they must do so while respecting national standards as defined by thejudges.

The consequence is a loss ofexclusive power to the Supreme Court, and a loss ofprovincial

identity to the national identity.

The supremacy ofthe courts, their authority, and the power ofjudicial review, comes

fix)m the Constitution itself Under section 52 of the Constitution, (which states "The

Constitution ofCanada is the supreme law ofCanada, and any law that is inconsistent with

the provisions of the Constitution is, to the extent of the inconsistency, of no force or

effect,"^^) the courts have the power to strike down any legislation that pertains to any matter
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that they interpret to be inconsistent with the Charter and other parts ofthe Cortstitntion. It

is the courts that ultimately interpret the constitution and define the meaning ofthe words

and the text This has led to the portrayal ofthe Supreme Court not as an umpire in a game,

but as a player in the constitutional process.^ This notion was quickly endorsed by the

Siqjreme Court very early on in the Charter era. In Hunter v. Southam Inc. the Court

stated.

The task of ejqx)undmg a constitution is crucially different firom that of

construing a statute. A statute defines present rights and obligations. It is

easily enacted and as easily repealed- A constitution, by contrast, is drafted

witih an eye to the future. Its function is to provide a continuing firamework

for the legitimate exercise ofgovernmental power and, whenjoined by a

Bill or a Charter ofRights, for the unremitting protection of individual

rights and liberties. Once enacted, its provisions cannot easily be repealed

or amended. It must, therefore, be enable of growth and development

over time to meet new social, political and historical realities often

unimagined by its framers. Thejudiciary is the guardian ofthe constitution

and must, in interpreting its provisions, bear these considerations in

mmd.

Likewise, there have been ten other decisions since Hunter ^^^e^e the Court explicitly has

stated that it was the guardian of the constitution.^ Additionally, in the Judges Salaries

Referenc^^ decision, the Court furthered this sentiment by stating that the constitution was a

castle and the Court is the "[protector] of the Constitution and the fundamental values

embodied in it" including the rule oflaw, fundamental justice, equality, and preservation of

the democratic process.^^ Furthermore, in Vriend v. Alherta^^ the Court stated that its

members are the ^trustees" of the constitution and charged with the responsibility of its

interpretation.^^ The significance ofthis is that, in effect, the Supreme Court has through its

decisions created a hierarchical order within the constitution with themselves at the top and
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the elected governments subordinate. Moreover, the Court signified that it was prepared to

take a liberal and activist approach to interpreting the meaning of the Charter. Thus, the

provinces are only sovereign within their spheres of jurisdiction so long as their policy

initiatives are consistent with the national standard set by the Supreme Court

The second effect is the transfonnation in the citizen body. Trudeau's plan was to

create a Canada with one citizenship, where Canadians can all celebrate together what they

have in common. He wanted Canadians to identify themselves not by their province, but as

Canadians with equal rights. The effect of this was to de-legitimize the authority of the

provincial governments to enact social policy against pan-Canadian national standards. If

Canadians could identify with one another as equal members of society with equal rights,

then any attempt by a provincial government to upset that equality would be met with

resistance, both in the form of public pressure and/or litigation in the courts. This is

evidenced by the defeat ofthe Charlottetown Accord in the first national referendum on the

Constitution in October, 1 992. While the reasons for the defeat ofthe Accord are complex,

one ofthe most fi-equent arguments made against the Accord was that the provisions relevant

to the Charter's application to Quebec and First Nation's governments threatened to

undermine Charter rights and fi-eedoms. As such, the defeat ofthe accord was hailed "as a

victory for people' s rights."^^ Likewise, for the 20* anniversary ofthe Charter, in March of

2002, Ipsos-Reid conducted a national survey on attitudes toward the Charter. They asked

Canadians three questions. The first question was, "Do you feel that your rights and

freedoms are better protected because the Charter ofRights and Freedoms became law in
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1982?" Ofthose polled, 74% ofCanadians felt that their rights are better protected because

ofthe Charter, with a high of84% in the Atlantic region, 75% in Quebec, 73% in Ontario,

77% in the prairies, a low of 68% in Alberta, and finally 72% in British Columbia. The

second question asked, **When you think of the Charter ofRights and Freedoms, do you

associate it MOST with protecting: The equality ofwomen and minorities?; The rights of

Criminals or accused criminals?; The rights ofaboriginals?; The rights ofgays and lesbians?;

The rights of all Canadians?; The rights ofother groups or individuals?; Don't Know?" Of

those polled, 72% ofthe respondents thought that the Charter most protects the rights ofall

Canadians with again, a high of86% in the Atlantic region, 72% in Quebec, 70% in Ontario,

75% in the prairies, a low of63% in Alberta, and 75% in B.C. Finally, the third question

asked, **Do you feel more comfortable with: Judges protecting your rights through

interpreting the Charter*?; Politicians in Parliament and the provincial legislatures protecting

your rights?; Don't Know?" Seventy per cent ofCanadians felt more comfortable entrusting

the protection oftheir rights and fi-eedoms to judges than to politicians: 74% in the Atlantic

provinces, 73% in Quebec, 67% in Ontario, 77% in the prairie region, a low of 62% in

Alberta, and a high of76% in B.C. (See Appendix A)

The significance of this is that the judicialization ofpolitics that arguably began in

1982 with the entrenchment of rights and fi^edoms in the constitution has led to a rights

consciousness in Canadian society. Canadians have gone fix)m passive observers to rights

bearing citizens, increasingly mobilizing against governments in the courts, seeking changes

in the laws and in the way we are govemed. This in turn has had significant implications for
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federalism in two ways. First, the federal government has been able to use the courts to

circumvent the division ofpowers framework and thus to interfere in policy areas that are

assigned exclusively to the provinces. Second, individuals and minority groiqjs have been

able to use the courts to engage in micro-constitutional amendments, informally changing the

meaning of the constitution against the will of the provinces. Both of these arguments are

supported by the Supreme Court's jurisprudence in relation to minority language education

rights as well as gay rights.

Minority Language Education

The Charter was sold as the "people's package." Trudeau's primary goal was to

strengthen citizens' allegiances to the Canadian state and to strengthen the influence and

paramountcy of the Supreme Court^^ Tlie corollary effect was to strengthen the defacto

authority of the federal government by reducing the authority of all the provincial

governments. "Behind the rhetoric ofthe Charter as the 'peoples package' was a deliberate

strategy to overrule various provinces' restrictive and unfriendly treatment of official

language minority groups."^^ As F.L. Morton states, this is accomplished because "the

Charter transformed these minority interests into minority rights, thereby transferring

ultimate policy responsibility to the Supreme Court."^^ Entrenched rights alone are not

enough to accomplish this goal, however. Thus, to supplement the entrenchment ofrights a

new federal program was created, the Court Challenges Program,^ that provided litigation

funding to minority language groups. The Federal government would provide the funding
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for these groups to challenge provincial legislation in the courts, and thus be able to sidestep

the division of powers and indirectly challenge the provinces' exclusive authority over

education. For the Federal Government, this was a highly successftil strategy.^^

Federally funded minority language groups won a number of very important legal

challenges in the courts in ProtestantSchool Boards, ^^ inMake v. Alberta, ^^ and in Solski v.

Quebec. In Quebec, minority language groups were successful in winning court

challenges not only against the sign laws in Ford,^^ but also in the minority language

education provisions ofthe French Language Charter in Protestant School Boards. At issue

was whether the provisions of the Charter of the French Language regarding English

instruction were inconsistent with the minority language educational rights guaranteed by

section 23 ofthe Canadian Charter.^^ The Court concluded that the relevant provisions of

the French language Charter were inconsistent with the Canadian Charter and as a

consequence, were declared of "no force or effect to the extent of the inconsistency.*^^

Furthermore, the Court stated that the offending legislation could not be characterized as a

"reasonable limitation" on rights under section 1.^^

At the same time, federally funded Francophone minority language groups outside

Quebec were able to challenge successfully provincial minority language educational

provisions. After Protestant School Boards, Mahe v. Alberta was the next major section 23

case to come before the Supreme Court. In Mahe, the Supreme Court examined the degree to

which minority language groups could demand management and control oftheir education

system.^^ In its decision, the Court took a broad interpretation of section 23. The Court
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stated that education in one's language provides an important way to preserve and promote

the minority's language and culture. Referring back to Ford, the court reaffirmed that

''Language is not merely a means or medium of expression; it colours the content and

meaning of expression. It is, as the preamble of the Charter of the French Language itself

indicates, a means by which apeople may express its ctdtural identity^^ TheMahe decision

created a new set of national standards for the delivery ofminority language education that

"minority language groups have been able to enforce through litigation (or its threat) in the

other eight English speaking provinces."^^

Solski was another major challenge to Quebec's Charter ofthe French Language. At

issue was section 73(2) ofthe Quebec Charter that limited the category ofpersons eligible to

receive minority language education. Only children who had completed a "major part" of

their instruction in English were eligible. The Supreme Court, in its decision, held that the

"major part" requirement must involve "a qualitative rather than a strict quantitative

assessment of the child's educational experience."^ Further, the Court stated that "The

qualitative assessment will determine if a significant part, though not necessarily the

majority, ofthe child's instruction, considered cumulatively, was in the minority language.'

As such, the Court concluded, "A reading down of s. 73(2)— by qualitatively defining the

''major part" requirement set out in that section as meaning a "significant part"— permits

Quebec to meet its legislative objectives" without excluding eligible persons fi^om minority

language schools."^^

The significance ofthis decision was twofold, in that first, section 73(2) was declared
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constitutional only after the Court ''properly interpreted" it, and two, through its

interpretation, the Court broadened the class of people eligible for minority language

education. Moreover, the policy implications for the Quebec government, as a consequence,

are potentially enormous primarily because, by the Court's words.

To purposefully assess the requirement for participation in s. 23(2),

tiierefore, all the circumstances ofthe child must be considered including

the time spent in each program, at what stage of education the choice of

language of instruction was made, what programs are or were available,

and whether learning disabilities or other difficulties exist The relevance

ofeach fector will vary with the fects ofeach case and otihier factors may
also arise depending on the circumstances ofthe particular child and his or

her educational experience/'

As a result, each application for minority language education instruction must be decided on

a case by case basis with all the personal circumstances of the particular child necessarily

being considered.

While all three ofthese cases were a victory for bilingualism and dualism in Canada,

they were victories that came at the expense ofthe provinces because the provinces could no

longer trounce minority language groups, and because they had lost significant policy control

over education at the hands ofthe Supreme Court. In the end, the Charter has allowed the

federal government to achieve indirectly what it could not have achieved directly.

The Politics ofGay Rights and Federalism

The gay rights movement in Canada really began to take shape in the early 1970s,

before the Charter, with the rise of rights advocacy groups: the Coalition for Gay Rights in

Ontario (CGRO), the Association pour les droits des gais du Quebec (ADGQ), the Gay

Alliance Toward Equality (GATE Vancouver), and one pan-Canadian group, the National
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Gay Rights Coalition (NGRC).^^ The main goal ofthese groups was to measure the severe

depths offormal equality in an attempt to break the cycle ofdiscrimination that homosexuals

faced. The strategy of these organizations was to use deliberately the courts as part of a

concerted political strategy to raise social awareness. This was accomplished by focussing

on three particular test cases that challenged the provisions of various provincial human

rights codes and advocated the inclusion of 'sexual orientation' as an enumerated ground for

protection from discrimination.^^ Although they lost in the courts, they did achieve a great

victory in society by drawing attention to the legislation and attitudes that discriminate

against homosexuals in Canadian society.^^ "What matters for the success of a social

movement is not legal victory or defeat, but the actual assertion of rights claims and the

political mobilizing that occurs around such claims."^^ The significance of this, or the

importance of this, is that the gay and lesbian organizations were able to appeal to a

collective consciousness in society by effectively making a rights claim as a group that is

deserving ofa right - analogous to other minority groups' rights claims in society. After the

entrenchment of the Charter, gays and lesbians began to win a few very significant

challenges. It was clear that the Supreme Court was ready and willing to take a very liberal

interpretation of the C/zar^er.

When the final draft of the Charter was proposed, *sexual orientation' was not

included as an enumerated ground under the Charter's equality section.^ Nevertheless, the

Supreme Court in Andrews v. Law Society of British Columbia^^ established that the

enumerated grounds outlined in section 1 5 did not form an exhaustive list. Claims could be
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made on other grounds of discrimination provided they were analogous to those ah-eady

listed. Following Andrerws, the question regarding 'sexual orientation' as an analogous

ground for discrimination came to the Court, and quickly became a non-issue. It was clear

to the Court in Egan v. Canada,^^ that sexual orientation "falls within the ambit of s. 15

protection as being analogous to the enumerated groimds.''^^ As such, the Supreme Court

"read in" sexual orientation to be included as one ofthe enumerated groxmds ofprotection

offered by the equality provisions ofsection 1 5 ofthe Charter. AlthoughEgan was a loss for

the gay rights movement in that the Court upheld the constitutionality of the Old Age

Security Act, it was a huge victory for the movement because it was able to entrench their

rights claim into the constitution. ^'^^
•

•*' =• -^ - ' ^

.x.'j. . When the Supreme Court delivered its judgement in Vriend v. Alberta,^^ it

unanimously held that the exclusion ofgays and lesbians from the Albertahuman rights code

was a "particularly cruel form ofdiscrimination,"^^ v^ereby the only appropriate remedywas

to *read-in' sexual orientation to the inlfringing act. Justice Frank lacobucci defended the

Court's activist role "as the product of a deliberate choice of our provincial and federal

legislatures."^ According to lacobucci, the role ofthe Court is to "serve as the 'trustee' of

the Charter, and to scrutinize the work ofthe legislature and the executive not in the name of

the courts, but in the interests ofthe new social contract that was democratically chosen."^*

Vriend was a controversial decision in that sexual orientation explicitly was excluded from

the Alberta Individual Rights ProtectionAct as well as the original draft ofthe Charter. The

Court did not simply strike down the statute as being unconstitutional, but rather rewrote the
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statute to include "sexual orientation" as one of the enumerated grounds for protection.

James Kelly states, "The implications of Vriend for Canadian federalism and provincial

autonomy are profound, as this decision illustrates both the tension between rights and

federalism and the question of local preferences over local affairs."^^

The most significant victory of the gay rights movement came in 1999 when the

Supreme Court came down with its verdict inM v. H.^^ At issue was the definition of

'spouse' in Ontario's Family Law Act, which included common law heterosexual

relationships but excluded same sex relationships. The Court held that the Family Law Act

was unconstitutional but suspended its decision for six months to give the province time to

change the legislation. The result was that the Court's decision potentially affects more laws,

both federal and provincial, in Canada, than all of its previous Charter rulings combined -

fifty-eight federal statutes and hundreds ofprovincial statutes.^ M. v. H. laid the foundation

for one ofthe most significant social changes to be imposed on the provinces and Canadian

society as a whole. In Jime of 2003, the Ontario Court of Appeal in Halpern et al v.

Attorney-General of Canada et al.^^ , citing the precedents established by the M. v. K

decision, held that the traditional definition of marriage was unconstitutional thereby

legalizing gay marriage in Ontario. The two years that followed witnessed seven other

provinces and one territory follow suit^ until finally in July of2005, the federal government

passed the controversial Bill-C38 The Civil Marriage Act, legalizing gay marriage in all of

Canada. ' :
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Examining the Empirical Evidence

An empirical review ofthe Supreme Court's C/wtrTerjurisprudence reveals that the

*nation building' intentions ofTrudeau's charter indeed have reduced federal diversity in

Canada, given a considerable amount of credibility to the centralization thesis, and

furthered the assumption that federalism and rights are incompatible. This study

examined all ofthe Charter cases before the Supreme Court between 1982 and 2005 that

directly challenged a federal or a provincial statute.^^ Additionally, cases that resulted

with the Court taking any positive action, meaning the Court either struck the legislation

down as unconstitutional or 'read in' to the statute and changed the law so it would

coincide with the C/zarrer, were considered to be a "Charter win."^^ Likewise a "Charter

loss" refers to the cases wdiere the Court finds the impunged legislation to be

constitutional, or if unconstitutional, a justifiable reasonable limit

What the study found was that since 1 982, there have been one hundred and thirty-

one federal statutes, and seventy-one provincial statutes challenged as an infiingement of

the Charter. The results ofthese challenges have led to thirty-six Charterwins (see Table

1) in relation to federal statutes, and twenty-three provincial (see Table 2). The

Fundamental Freedoms (Sections 2), the Equality Rights (section 15), and the Minority

Language Education Rights (Section 23) of the Charter have had the greatest impact on

limiting provincial autonomy. Sections 2 and 1 5 combined accounted for sixty percent of

the Charter wins against the provinces and section 23 ofthe Charter accounted for sixteen

percent ofthe Charter wins. Against federal legislation, sections 2 and 1 5 were used as
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well with twenty-eight percent ofthe Charter wins. The most successful results on federal

legislation, however, have involved the legal rights provisions of the Charter, equally

sections 7 and 1 1 . Those two sections accounted for halfof all the Charter wins against

federal statutes, specifically the Criminal Code ofCanada.

The numbers seem to indicate that in fact, the provincial governments have been

the hardest hit by the Charter. They have had to face fewer total challenges compared to

the Federal Government, but they have been dealt more losses. The Federal Government

has not been immune fix)m the effects ofthe Charter, however, in terms ofhaving major

policy initiatives invalidated, it has fared much better than the provinces. Of all the

federal cases, over two-thirds (sixty-nine per cent) ofthe challenges involved provisions

ofthe Criminal Code. Moreover, the majority offederal cases (fifty-six percent) that have

resulted in a charter win belonged to the criminal law domain; most of those statutes

essentially were procedural in nature and the majority ofthem were struck down by the

legal rights provisions ofthe Charter. Of all the federal statutes overturned, only eight

could be argued to have had a substantial impact
^^

Nevertheless, the implications for federalism when the national government loses a

case in the courts are far less significant. The centralizing elQfect is still very prevalent

because despite the loss, there is still a national standard established that is binding on all

governments. This is true in the Morgentaler case in particular, ^^^ere even after the

federal provisions regulating abortion in the Criminal Code were struck down, the Court

also struck down provincial legislation that would have led to diversity in the
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administration of federal policy that pertained to abortion, citing that differences in

provincial standards over abortion "impose a threat to fundamental justice."^^ On the

other hand, while the Singh decision resulted in a major policy loss for Federal

Immigration law, its impact was negligible on the provincial front. The end result in both

cases was the Supreme Court replacing one national policy with another.

That is not to say that the Court is completely against, or has completely

disregarded the diverse nature offederalism within Canadian poUtics. On the contrary,

in three separate equality challenges the Court has rejected claims that province based

differences constituted an infringement ofequality rights^^ As Janet Heibert states,

The Court elaborated on tiie tension between federalism and the Qiarter

and indicated it would be reticent to interpret the Charter in a manner
72

that is not cognizant of the diversities authorized by federalism.

In other words, the Courts have recognized the principles of federalism and regional

differences in the application offederal law can be a legitimate means ofpromoting and

advancing the values ofa federal system. The provinces are dilBferent from one another,

and therefore, what works in one province does not necessarily work in another. The

importance ofthis in relation to federalism is an implicit recognition that while cultural

identities - language, ethnic origin, nationality, religion etc. - are protected under section

15 ofthe Charter, 'province' is not.

Provincially, ofthe twenty-three Charter wins, fifteen could be classified as a major

policy defeat for the provincial governments either because they resulted in an additional

financial obligation for the government, or forced the government to change its social
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policies to reflect a new national standard set by the courts. Six ofthe fifteen cases involved

either language rights or minority language education rights^^ and three ofthe cases resulted

in major changes to provincial labour codesJ"^ The effect of the Charter on provincial

autonomy, however, goes far beyond language policy in Ford, minority language education

in Protestant School Boards and Mahe, and gay rights in Vriend. The nullification of

provincial statutes has, in effect, established national standards in several provincial areas of

jurisdiction, including standards in appeal procedures in Thibault v. Corp. Professionelle

Medecins du Quebec. ^^ Likewise, in Edmonton Journal v. Alberta, ^^ the Court struck down

the restriction ofthe publication ofcertain information obtained in matrimonial proceedings

and at pre-trial stages of civil actions. Further, in Andrews, ^^ the Court declared that the

citizenship requirements under the B.C. Barristers and Solicitors Act, 1979, contravened

section 1 5( 1) ofthe Charter and were therefore ofno force or effect In Black v. Law Society

ofAlbertaJ^ it invalidated sections of the Law Society rules prohibiting its members from

entering into partnership with non-resident lawyers and fi*om being members of dual or

multiple firms as an infiingement of mobility rights. Additionally, the Court set national

standards in terms ofthe administration ofjustice after the The Judges 'Reference^^ in which

it stated that provincial governments coxild not freeze or decrease the salaries ofjudges as

part ofan overall economic measure to reduce expenditures. Eldridge v. British Columbia

(a.g.f^ resulted in the British Columbia Government having to provide sign language

interpreters in the hospitals and in Miron v. Trudel,^^ the Court held that the Ontario

Insurance Act violated section 15 ofthe Charter for not including common law partners of
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the opposite sex under the definition of 'spouse'. The Court remedied the infiingement by

including marital status as analogous to other enumerated classes ofsubjects to be protected

jBrom discrimination, and read in the definition of'spouse' to include a common law partner.

That is not to say that it is all doom and gloom for the provinces, that the Court is

completely against, or has completely disregarded the diverse nature of federalism within

Canadian government. On the contrary, the Supreme Court has demonstrated inanumber of

decisions that it is sympathetic to federalism concerns. The first instance comes mR. v.

Edwards Books where a majority ofthe Court held that "wlien attempting to reconcile the

legislation with protected rights, there is no constitutional obligation on a province to adopt

the same legislative arrangement used elsewhere."^^ La Forest, in the decision, stated, "The

simple fact is that what may work effectively in one province (or in a part of it) may simply

not work in another without unduly interfering with the legislative scheme."^ Likewise, in

three separate equality challenges,^^

The Court elaborated on the tension between federalism and the Charter

and indicated it would be reticent to interpret the Charter in a manner that

is not cognizant ofthe diversities authorized by federalism.**

The difference, however, is that in all of these three cases they dealt with the procedural

application of certain provisions of the Criminal Code. Arguably, there is a fimdamental

difiference between procedural matters of the Criminal Code and provincial education or

language policies. The latter would have far greater influence over the linguistic and cultural

development of a society than the former.
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Evaluating the Critics ofthe Centralization Thesis

There is a substantial body of literature focusing on the effect of the Charter in

Canada. The debate has ranged from those who have seen it as a centralizing force,

undermining the principle offederalism that was the foundation ofCanada's constitutional

order, to those yiho interpret this centralization thesis as nothing more than symbolic. This

section will attempt to examine and evaluate some of the principal arguments against the

centralization thesis.

What evidence do the critics ofthe centralization thesis offer to counterthe argument

that the Charter has undermined Canadian federalism? Many critics turn to provisions built

right into the Charter, namely Section 1, the 'limitation clause', and section 33, the

'notwithstanding' clause. Janet Hiebert argues that section 1 has two effects. First it

expands the scope and depth ofthe Charter. Second, it helps reconcile protected rights with

federalism because it allows the law to consider federal diversity.^^ However, distinguishing

between allowable state action and the protected rights of society is not a simple task. The

courts are continually challenged by complex questions dealing with the reasonable limits

clause ofthe Charter. Courts must decide what legislative objectives are worthy oflimiting

protected rights, as well as just how much latitude should be given to governments to

implement and administer social policies. Thus, while the burden of "demonstrably

justifying" a reasonable limit falls on the shoulders ofthe governments (thereby countering

the sense ofcentralization), the final interpretation ofthe meaning and scope of section 1 is

still the responsibility ofthe Court. Therefore, section 1 does not offer a concrete protection
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against the nationalizing and centralizing effects of the Charter. Indeed, in substantial

provincial policy cases, such as Ford, ProtestantSchool Boards, and Vriend, to name a few,

the section 1 argument was rejected by the Court

Others, such as James Kelly, Peter Hogg, and Allison Bushell, have stated that the

'notwithstanding clause,' or the legislative override, provides a counter to the centralizing

effect ofthe Charter because it allows Parliament or a provincial legislature the express right

to declare that a piece of legislation operates "notwithstanding" the Charter. According to

James Kelly, "The notwitibstanding clause (s.33) allows legislatures to override certain

unfavourable judicial decisions and can advance federal diversity because it allows elected

ojBScials to assert the reasonableness oflegislation found to violate pan-Canadian rights and

freedoms."** Section 33 was put into the Charter primarily to do just this - to protect the

provinces from the Charter. However, it has become nothing more than a "paper tiger."^^

The provision was an important compromise reached at the time ofentrenchment to meet the

provincial concerns about the enhanced power ofthe courts throughjudicial review^ but, it

has been used only scarcely at times^^ in its history and primarily in the early years of its

existence. The use ofthe notwithstanding clause has become overall, politically 'incorrect,'

at least outside of Quebec. Even after the fierce opposition to the Vriend decision. Alberta

Premier Ralph Klein backed down from using the legislative override. Similarly, during the

last federal general election, former Prime Minister Martin campaigned on a promise to

remove the federal government's ability to ever use the notwithstanding clause.

The final major argument against the centralization thesis is what Morton calls "the
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body count" approach.^ By simply looking at the numbers, there have been more federal

statutes nulliJBed by the Supreme Court than provincial statutes. Moreover, wliile there has

been a nullification of a federal statute in almost every year since the entrenchment of the

Charter, the same can not be said for provincial statutes w^ere the time interval between

nullifications has at some points been upwards of three years. However, this £q>proach to

viewing the effect of the Charter is limited because it assumes that all statutes that are

nullified are equal. As Morton asks, "How many procedural nullifications of the federal

Criminal Code does it take to equal the nullification of Quebec's language education

policy?" Similarly, focusing only on judicial output misses the pre-emptive impact ofthe

Charter. Charter politics extend well beyond the courtroom where just the threat of

litigation can dissuade governments fi-om adopting certain policies.'^ Governments with

limited and inflexible budgets such as the smaller 'have not' provinces or local

municipalities are much more vulnerable to threats ofCharter litigation. Likewise, a second

important area of pre-emptive Charter impact occurs within governments during the pre-

legislative stage ofthe policy process. ^^ Extensive Charter review ofpolicy proposals has

been incorporated in the development process of public policy to ensure that the risk of

judicial nullification on Charter groimds ofproposed statutes is minimized. It is at this pre-

Cabinet stage that Morton argues the Charter's effects on provincial power have been most

pronounced.^
'
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Conclusion

The passing ofthe Charter arguably has been the single most important event for the

Supreme Court. Since then, the core tensions between Ottawa and the provinces, between

the English and the French, and between individual rights and federalism have been

exacerbated. Provincial autonomy has been reduced as a result ofthe Charter by imposing

national standards in provincial spheres ofjurisdiction. There has been a paradigmatic shift

in Canadian political discourse from Parliamentary Supremacy to Constitutional Supremacy

to Judicial Supremacy. While both orders ofgovernment have been affected, the provinces

have been the greatest losers. They can no longer claim to be sovereign within their

exclusive jurisdiction. Policy options over local matters have been supplanted by national

standards. The traditional understanding offederalism, and the purposes therein, have been

undermined by the centralizing effects ofthe Charter. As we can conclude by the evidence,

there exists an explicit tension between a rights discourse and federalism. Nevertheless, it is

difficult to predict accurately or even speculate as to how far the Charter will imdermine the

authority of the provinces. The Charter is still quite young and only a small Charter

jurisprudence exists. Moreover, the courts have been broad and liberal in their interpretation

ofthe Charter, thus allowing for flexibility in future Charter cases. On the evidence that is

available, one easily could speculate, above all else, that the Charter certainly has been a

powerful centralizing tool with clear implications toward federalism. It has transformed

Canadian political discourse out ofthe traditional federal framework and into anew arena of
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constitutional supremacy - by shifting the focus of Canadian constitutionalism iBrom the

powers of governments to the rights of citizens, turning "a government's constitution to a

citizen's constitution."^
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APPENDIXA
Reproduced in part from original

study conducted by the Ipsos-

Reid Corporation, March 2002 on
the 20th Anniversaryof the

Charter
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Tabu 1 - Federal Statutes Successfully Challenged by the Charter
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Case

1 Hunter v. Southam Inc

2 Singh et al v. Minister of

Employment and Immigration

3 Rv. Big M Drug Mart Ud

4 Rv. Oakes

5 Rv. Smith

6 Rv. Vaillancourt

7 Rv Lavoilette

8 Rv. Morgentaler

9 Rv. Martineau

10 R V.Rodney

11 Rv. Hess; R v. Nguyen

12 Rv. Chaul<

Citsttion Charter

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Committee for the

Commonwealth of Canada v.

Canada

R V. Savain

Cstxyme v. Canada (Treasury

Board)

R V. Seatxyyer, R v. Gayme
RvSit
R V. Wholesale Travel Group
Inc

R V. Bain

R V. Genereaux

R V. Forster

R V. Zundel

Sauv^ V. Canada

1984 2SCR 145 8

1985 1SCR 177 7,26,32(1)

19851SCR 295

1986 1 SCR
103

1987 1SCR
1045

1987 2SCR 636

1987 2SCR 667

19881SCR 30

1990 2SCR 633

1990 2SCR 687

1990 2SCR 906

1990 3SCR
1303

2(a)

11(d)

12

11(d)

11(d)

7

7

7, 11(d)

7

11(d)

1991 1SCR 139 2(b)

1991 1SCR933 7,9,15

19912SCR69 2(b), 2(d)

24 R V. Heywood

1991 2SCR 577

1991 3SCR 124

1991 3 SCR
154

1992 1SCR 91

1992 1SCR 259

1992 1SCR 339

1992 2SCR 731

1993 2SCR 438

1994 3SCR 761

7, 11(d)

7, 11(d)

7, 11(d)

11(d)

8, 11(d), 15

11(d)

2(b)

3

7,9.

11(d).(h).

12

Statute

Combines
Investigation Act

Immigration Act

Lord's Day Act

Narcotic Control Act

Narcotic Control Act

Criminal Code
Criminal Code
Criminal Code

Criminal Code
Criminal Code
Criminal Code

Criminal Code

Government Airport

Concession

Operations

Regulations

Criminal Code

Public Service

Employment Act

Criminal Code
Criminal Code

Competition Act

Criminal Code
National Defense Act

National Defense Act

Criminal Code

Canada Elections Act

Criminal Code

Section

ss10(1)(3)

71(1)

4
3(1): 2;

4(i)(2)(b):

8

5(2)

213(d)

213(d)

251

213(a)(d)

213(a)

146(1)

16(4)

7(a)(b)

542(2)

33(1)

276

21(2): 213(c)

37.3(2KcXd)

563(1)(2)

166-170

90, 150

181

51(e)

179(1)(b)

25 R V. Laba et al 1994 3SCR 965 11(d) Criminal Code 394(1)(b)

26
RJR-MacDonald Inc v.

Canada
1995 3SCR 199 2(b)

Tobacco Products

Control Act
4,8,9
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27
^^/^I'^^'^^^^^^'^^'y

1997 1SCR 358 15(1)

28 ll'II^P^^^^'^'P'f^^^-^' 1998 1SCR 877 2(b). 3

29 ^^!,^'^''-?"^^(^'"'^\ 1999 2SCR 203 15(1)
of Indian and Northern Affairs)

^^y^^^ ^w*^
• w^v i /

Citizenship Act 3(1 )(a)

Canada Elections Act 322.

1

Indian Act 77(1)

Uttle Sisters Bool< and Art «qqq 2srr
30 Enjporium v. Canada (Minister T^ ^^^^

ofJustice)
^^^^

2(b). 15 Customs Act 152(3)

31 R. V. Sharpe 20011SCR 45 2(b). 7 Criminal Code 163.1(4)

32 Rv.Ruzic 2001 1SCR 687 7

Lavallee, Rackel & Heintz v.

33 Canada: White, Ottenheimer 2002 3SCR 209 8

& Baker v. Canada; R v. Fink

34 Sauve v. Canada 2002 3SCR 519 3, 15(1)

35 Figueroa v. Canada (AG.)

36 Rv. Demers

2003 1SCR 912 3

2004 2SCR 489 7

Criminal Code

Criminal Code

17

488.1

Canada Elections Act 51 (e)

Canada Sections Act ^^^Sj^^^^'

672.33,

Criminal Code 672.54,

672.81(1)
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Table 2 - Provincial Statutes Successfully Challenged by the Charter,

c -

Case Citation Charter Statute Province Section

AG. (Que) V. Quebec
Protestant School Boards

RE BC Motor Vehicle Act

Corporation Professionnelle

des Mededns du Quet)ec v.

Thibault

Ford V. Quebec

Devine v. Quebec (AG.)

Andrews v. Law Society of

British Columbia

Black V. Law Society of

Alberta

Edmonton Journal v. Alberta

(AG.)

Mahe v. Alberta

^Q Rocket V. Royal College of

Dental Surgeons of Ontario

1984 2SCR 66
23.

11
Reference RE Public Schools

Act (Manitoba)

32(1)

1985 2SCR 486 7

1988 1SCR 1033 11(h)

1988 2SCR 712 2(b)

1988 2SCR 790 2(b). 15

1989 1 SCR 143 15(1)

19891SCR 591 2(d), 6

1989 2SCR 1326 2(b)

1990 1SCR 342 23

1990 2SCR 232 2(b)

1993 1SCR 839 23

Charter ofthe French
Language

Motor Vehicle Act

Charter of the French
Language

Charter of the Frerjch

Language

Banisters and
Solicitors Act

Law Society Rules;

Legal Profession Act
Rules

Alberta Judicature

Act

Alberta School Act

reg 447 of Health

Disciplines Act

The Public Schools

Act

Quebec

BC

Summary Convictions
q^^j,^

Act

Quebec

Quebec

BC

Alberta

Alberta

Alberta

Ontario

72.73

94(2)

75

69, 206-208

59, 60. 61

42

75(b). 145

30(1)(2)

reg. 490/82

37(39)(40)

Manitoba 79(3.4,7)

12 Miron v. Trudet 1 995 2SCR 41 8 1 5(1) Insurance Act Ontario 231 , 233

Reference RE Remuneration

13 of the Judges of the Province 1 997 3SCR 3
ofPEI

11(d)

Provincial Court Act

(RSPEI); Provincial

Court Judges Act

(RA); Bill 22 (Man.)

PEI;

Alberta;

Manitoba

3(3) PEI;

17(1),13(1)(a)(b)

Alberta;

9(1) A4an.

14 Libman v. Quebec (a.g.)

^f. Eldridge v. British Columbia
^^ (a.g).

1 997 3SCR 569 2(b). (d) Referendum Act

1997 3SCR 624 15(1)

402-404, 406,

Quebec ^^^^'
uueoec 413,414,416,

417ofApp.2

Hospital Insurance

Act; Medical and ^n
Healthcare Sennces

Act
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16 Vriend v. Alberta

17 M.v.H.

18 R V.Campbell

UFCW Local 1518 v. Kmart
19

Canada Ltd.

19981SCR 493 15(1)

1999 2SCR3 16(1)

1999 2SCR 956 11(d)

1999 2SCR 1083 2(b)

20 Dunmore v. Ontario (a.g.) 2001 3SCR 1016 2(cl)

21
Troduk v. British Columbia
(a-9)

Nova Scotia (Workers

22 ^^?^lT^''l^S'^J/rsns 2003 2SCR 504 15
Martin; Nova Scotia (WCB) V.

-'•^'^ -''^^•^ -'^

Laseur

Individual Rights

Protection Act

Family Lavir Act

Provincial Court

Judges Act

Labour Relations

Code

2003 1SCR 835 1 6(1) Vital Statistics Act

Wori<ers

Compensation Act;

Functional

Restoration (Multi

Faceted Pain

Sendees) Program
Regulations

Alberta

Ontario

Alberta

BC

Labour Relations arid

Employment Statute p. . .

LawAmendment Act;
^"^"^

LatKHjr Relations Act

BC

Nova
Scotia

preamble,

2(1). 3.

4. 7(1). 8(1).

10. 16(1)

29

13(1)(a)(b). 17(

1(1). 65. 67

Entire LRESLAA;
3(b) LRA

3(1)(b): 3(6)(b)

10(b) of

Act & Regs

23
^sldfTutorof) V.Quebec

2005 1SCR 201 23
Charter ofthe Frertch

Language
Quebec 73(2)
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Conclusion .. -^^

The Charter of Rights has become an integral and fundamental

characteristic of the modem Canadian state. Canadian political discourse has been

transformed from the traditional federalism framework to one that now includes a

rights discourse. A new constitutional order has been established by shifting the

focus of Canadian constitutionalism from the supremacy of governments to the

rights of citizens. The entrenchment of rights and freedoms has assigned a vital

new role and responsibility for the Canadian courts while marking a significant

break with the past. No longer are Parliament and the legislatures supreme, and no

longer is federalism the defining element of the constitutional order. The Charter

has transformed the Canadian political and legal landscape; it has had a significant

impact on the legislative agendas of governments and it has changed forever the

relationship between governments and the courts, Parliament and the legislatures,

and between individual Canadians and their constitution.

This thesis has examined how a judicially reviewable charter of rights has

affected federalism in Canada, and the impact it has had on the division of powers.

It has argued that the entrenchment of the Charter in 1982 has had a profound effect

on federalism in a quantifiable manner. There now exists a clash between

federalism and judicially enforced rights that has created an unstable coexistence

within the constitutional order. The original British North America Act, 1867, was

a government's constitution. It established the principle of Parliamentary
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supremacy and outlined the roles and responsibilities of each order of government

through the division of powers. Each order of government was sovereign within its

respected sphere ofjurisdiction. The amending formula, added in 1982 as part of

the constitutional package, reinforced the notion that federalism is the most

important constitutional organi2dng principle by presupposing that governments are

the major actors in federalism. Only govermnents have the exclusive prerogative of

formally amending the constitution.^

The Charter, however, is the *people's constitution'. It reflects the opinion

that the citizen is as much a part of the constitution as government, and as the

supreme law of Canada, the rights of citizens become paramount to those of

government. It usurps Parliamentary supremacy with constitutional supremacy.

The Charter has redefined Canadian society as a single community of rights bearers

with a pan-Canadian identity. Moreover, it has challenged significantly the

preeminence of federalism in the constitutional order. Hie consequence of this

clash has resulted in a considerable weakening of federalism in Canada.

In addition, this thesis has examined a number of important issues that are

consequently a result of the clash between rights and federalism. Under the

Charter, both Parliament and the legislatures have suffered a loss of legislative

autonomy. This has impacted their freedom to enact the legislation or policy

options they may prefer. More significantly, the centralizing impact of the Charter

has fiirthered the power loss for the provinces primarily because it usurps exclusive

provincial policy agendas and subjects them to national standards. Charter politics

and the language of rights have become a direct challenge to federalism and the
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language of government. The traditional constitutional federalism discourse has

been challenged by a rights discourse and is supported by the new-found power of

the courts to strike down any law that is inconsistent with the rights guarantees of

the Charter.

The first chapter examined the relationship between rights and federalism

and the manner in which that relationship evolved between Confederation and

1982. Prior to the Charter, the role of the courts was concerned primarily with the

concept of legal federalism, that is, whether a challenged law fell within the scope

of federal or provincial jurisdiction. It was in this capacity that the courts in Canada

were able to advance rights issues in Canada. As was demonstrated, however, the

courts were fi:ee to protect rights in Canada only insofar as federalism and certain

sections of the Constitution Act allowed. Some collective rights in the Constitution

did exist, specifically sections 93 and 133, and therefore, could be protected by the

courts in the event ofa legislative infringement. . "

Similarly, if one order of government stepped beyond their legislative

authority as enumerated by the division of powers, the courts had the ability of

judicial review to strike the impunged legislation down, but as long as the

provincial legislatures did not interfere with federal authority, and vice versa, there

was no way for the courts to strike the law down. The courts already had

established in Hodge v. R? that each order of government is sovereign within its

sphere of jurisdiction, and therefore, under the principles of Parliamentary

supremacy, any law that was deemed intra vires, regardless of whether the
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legislation was discriminatory or a violation of what would be by today's standards

considered a protected freedom, was constitutional.

The second chapter examined the promise of the Charter and the potential

impact it would have on federalism and the division of powers. The 115 years

between Confederation and the entrenchment of the Charter had exhibited a mixed

record of rights protection in Canada. The original constitution lacked any real

explicit and meaningful individual right guarantees and the courts were unwilling,

and in most cases, unable, to expand constitutional rights. The Crown was

considered the guarantor and protector of rights in Canada. Parliament's authority,

with the exception of the division of powers, was supreme to all other govermnent

institutions, and federalism was the most fundamental organizing principle of the

constitutional order, and paramount over any other legal or constitutional

jurisprudence.

As the first chapter demonstrated, the traditional legal and constitutional

bases for safeguarding rights were insufficient. There was an emerging rights

consciousness growing in Canadian society as well as a greater push for

decentralization by the provinces. Quebec nationalism was on the rise, fuelled by

the Quiet Revolution, and throughout the country, provincial govermnents were

engaged in unprecedented province-building endeavours. Trudeau had a vision to

deal with the Quebec nationalists and reel the other provinces back into line. To

accomplish it, however, required nothing less than a formal charter of rights

entrenched in the constitution. During the 15 years between 1967 and 1982,

Canadian politics was dominated largely by Trudeau's national unity strategy. His
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vision included a country with one national identity and one citizenship, not ten

provincial citizenships. The key to accomplishing this task was to change the

citizens' allegiances to Canada and the Federal government and away from the

provinces. If all Canadians shared the same rights and iBreedoms regardless of the

province in ^\dlich they resided, then it would foster a pan-Canadian identity.

After the defeat of the PQ in the 1980 referendum, Trudeau had what he

believed to be the perfect opportunity to patriate the constitution and entrench a

charter of rights. The substance of the proposed charter, as well as the unilateral

action to entrench a charter, created, however, a contentious and divisive issue for

federaUsm. Simply put, the Charter represented a fundamental change to the

constitutional order. Parliamentary supremacy and federalism had lasted for 115

years as the two pillars of the constitution. The Charter threatened to challenge

them both. Even though the Charter alone did not alter directly the division of

powers, or transfer any power from one order of government to the other, it did

demonstrate an impending threat to the legislative competence of the provinces, as

well as dejfine a new and prominent role for the courts in Canadian politics. The

rights of the individual are above federalism and above the supremacy of

Parliament. The potential impact of the Charter on federalism embodied a drastic

departure from the traditional understanding of Canadian constitutional discourse.

This thesis then proceeded to examine how the Charter has affected

federalism in Canada. The third chapter began by examining the relationship

between the Charter and Quebec, and how a judicially enforced charter of rights

has impacted federalism in Quebec. The political purposes of federalism have a
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different meaning for Quebec, and as a consequence, the impact of the Charter had

been significantly different. Confederation was viewed in Quebec as a compact

between two linguistic nations, the French and the English, and federalism was the

mechanism by which they were united to preserve their cultural distinctiveness. For

Quebec, the Charter represents a challenge to every understanding of what

federalism is in Canada. , : < i^ ' a^^ - t>*b':,r. » ^ - ' •

- 'A ' The hostility toward the Charter is not because Quebec opposes protecting

himian rights in general. The Quebecois long have been supporters of individual

rights. They had drafted their own Charter ofHuman Rights before the Canadian

Charter came about.^ However, the Canadian Charter was imposed on Quebec by

the Federal Government and the other nine provinces without its consent. Quebec

was the only province not to support Trudeau's patriation package even after it was

modified in an effort to satisfy provincial concerns. Symbolically, the Charter

represents an end to the dualist vision of Canada held by Quebec and the belief that

any change to the constitution would have to have the support of Quebec. For the

first time since Confederation, the Constitution underwent a major fundamental

transformation without Quebec's support. Quebec's claims of a constitutional veto

were shattered. So too was its understanding of its place in Canadian federalism -

legally and constitutionally, it was a province just like the others.

'»
. Similarly, the Charter poses a threat to the collective identity of the

province as the homeland of the French Canadians and 'the political expression of

French Canada."^ Entire sections of the Charter ofthe French Language have been

struck down for violating various sections of the Canadian Charter, as witnessed in
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the Ford and Protestant School Board cases. While section 33, the notwithstanding

clause, has shielded Quebec fix)m certain provisions of the Charter, the language

rights in the Canadian Charter are not included among the provisions of the

Charter affected by the clause. Likewise, the Quebec civil code, a defining feature

and fundamental distinction between Quebec and the rest of Canada, is similarly

under threat as national standards in civil law are established as a result of the

evolving C/z<3rrer jurisprudence. Federalism was concerned with the preservation of

the cultural differences of the colonies and it is this which allowed Quebec to

maintain a distinct society within Canada. What makes Quebec unique is that the

linguistic majority of the province is a minority everywhere else. Culturally, they

are a province unlike the others. The Charter has made the federation alien fix)m its

original intent and it is precisely for this reason that Trudeau's national unity

strategy and his Charter ofRights and Freedoms have failed Quebec.

Finally, the fifth chapter examined the broader implications of the Charter

for Canadian federalism as a whole. As was demonstrated, the Charter has been a

centralizing force, not because it has granted additional powers to the Federal

Government, but because the Charter favours national standards over local

provincial policies. Added to that, is the emergence of the judicialization ofpoUtics

that ultimately has undermined the traditional division of powers fi^amework. Since

the Charter, the courts have been far more eager to interfere with the legislative

competence of the provinces by engaging in judicial activism and micro

constitutional amendments when rendering their verdicts, as was witnessed

especially in Andrews, Vriend, and M. v. H. The courts simply have not been taking
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a minimalist ^proach to deciding issues, nor are they confining themselves to

matters of law. On the contrary, they have been weighing in on significant moral

and social policy issues such as abortion, gay rights, and euthanasia. As Robert

Martin states, "The Supreme Court of Canada has been reluctant to accept that there

can be any questions which are, by their nature, beyond its jurisdiction."^

The Federal Government is just as siisceptible to the interference of its

legislative responsibilities by the courts, but the impact is not as severe for three

primary reasons. First, the Supreme Court is a federal institution, appointed by the

Federal Govermnent, and therefore, any legislative loss that Parliament might face

is a loss to another federal institution. Second, and intricately connected to the first,

'w^en a provincial government loses its ability to legislate on a particular matter,

every province also loses that ability to legislate. Finally, the provinces are more

apt to enact policies that deal with regional diversities or social policy issues of a

civil or private nature that diverge fi-om national standards, or cause people to be

treated differently from province to province, and therefore, are more likely to

infringe on a protected fi'eedom. This was seen especially in the fields of education

policy,^ labour relations,^ health care administration,^ family law,^^ civil rights,^

^

and in Quebec, in particular, with language policy.
^^

What sort of conclusions can be drawn from all of this? First, prior to the

entrenchment of the Charter, Parliamentary supremacy and federalism were the two

fundamental pillars of the constitutional order in Canada. The addition of the

Charter has added a third pillar that both generates a counter discourse to the

traditional federalism discourse, and challenges directly the feasibiUty of federalism
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as an organizing principle. The traditional understanding of federalism, and the

purposes therein, have been undermined by the centralizing efifects of having a

judicially enforced charter of rights. There has been a definitive shift in Canadian

constitutionalism fix)m Parliamentary Supremacy to Constitutional Supremacy to

Judicial Supremacy.

The second conclusion that can be drawn is that the provinces certainly have

been the largest losers in the courts having lost the most autonomy and policy

control when compared to the Federal Government. Moreover, the larger provinces

have lost more than the smaller ones. Alberta and Quebec, two of the most vocal

and critical provinces of the centralizing effects of the Charter, also have been the

hardest hit. They have each lost six major decisions, combining for over half of all

the successful charter challenges of provincial statutes at the Siq)reme Court

British Columbia was next with five defeats, followed by Ontario with four. (Table

2) It becomes evermore clear that there exists an explicit conflict between a rights

discourse and federalism, and more to the point, that the provinces have suffered far

greater loses under the Charter than the federal government.

In response, the provinces recently have taken action in an attempt to

coimteract the centralizing elBfect of the Charter. In what easily could be described

as a mere formalization of the decades old Premiers' conferences, the Premiers of

the provinces and territories recently created the Council of the Federation.

Comprised of the ten provincial and three territorial governments, the Council

boasts itself as a new institution "for a new era in collaborative intergovernmental

relations."^^ The Council, in the words of the preamble of the Foimding
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Agreement, is part of a plan by the Premiers of the provincial and territorial

governments *to play a leadership role in revitalizing the Canadian federation and

building a more constructive and co-operative federal system."**

The preamble of the Founding Agreement further recognized that federalism

is based on shared principles including respect for the Constitution and the division

of powers, and under the Constitution, Canada's two orders of government are of

equal status and sovereign within their own areas ofjurisdiction. Furthermore, it is

the objective of the Coimcil to exercise leadership on national issues as they pertain

to the interests of the provinces and territories, and to advance inter-governmental

relations based on the recognition of the diversity within the federation. As

provincial matters are being fought out on the national stage in the Supreme Coiirt,

the provinces are no longer willing to stay quiet on national issues as they pertain to

provincial issues. Federalism is neither hierarchical nor unitary. Since 1982, the

provinces have been subservient to the courts, and diverse provincial social policy

has been rejected in favour of one singular unitary national policy.

The 2004 work plan of the Coimcil called for a strengthening of the

Federation through the appointment of a special conmiittee of ministers to develop

new ways in which current important Prime Ministerial appointments might be

selected to serve in key national institutions such as the Supreme Court. ^^ With the

emergence of the Supreme Court as a major political actor and the centralizing

effect of the Charter on federalism in Canada, who is appointed to the Court takes

on a significant importance. In the context of the clash between a rights discourse

and federalism within the constitutional order, it becomes clear fix)m the provincial
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perspective why the Supreme Court qjpomtment process needs changing. The

provinces have lost a disproportionate number of significant policy cases at the

hands of the Charter at the Supreme Court level, and the provinces currently have

zero input into the selection process of Supreme Court justices.

Up until just recently, as Robert Ivan Martin states, "the prime minister has

an untrammelled discretion in deciding who to appoint There is no formal

consultation process, nor is the prime minister ever required to justify a particular

appointment"^^ However, with the recent election of the Conservative Party led by

Stephen Harper in January of 2006, the appointment process of judicial nominees

has undergone an historic change. Marshall Rothstein, Harper's iBrst Siqjreme

Court nominee, became the first ever appointee to sit before an ad hoc all party

committee of MPs to be interviewed and questioned regarding his opinions and

beliefs on various political and moral issues. The committee itself did not have any

authority to veto the nominee, nor is the committee in its current form a legal or

permanent fixture of the judicial nomination process. However, it is a significant

departure fix>m the traditional method of appointing judges to the high court While

no future prime ministers are bound legally to continue on with Harper's precedent

under the current constitutional fi"amework, it certainly would be difficult to revert

back to the old *closed door' way of appointing supreme court justices.

The Council of the Provinces is an attempt by the provinces to regain some

control over their policy agenda. While certainly the creation of the coxmcil is not a

direct consequence of the Charter, there is, however, a correlation. It is a challenge

to the vision of Canada that has been promoted by Tnideau of 'one nation' and one
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national interest in a federal system that **pits thirteen 'junior' governments against

one 'senior' government responsible for ensuring that the national interest prevails

over the parochialism of the provinces and territories."^^ The Premiers of the

provinces and territories want a greater voice in the federation, especially when

much of their voice has been muted by the Supreme Court While most provinces

may be relatively small in resources and stature, collectively they have strength in

numbers and imder the new Council, they are backed by a formalized agreement

and siqjported by their own secretariat to assist in the organization and

implementation of its agenda.

This thesis also raises other interesting questions as to the future of

constitutional politics in Canada. In particular, questions arise about how

federalism may evolve in the future and whether or not federalism is even logically

compatible with a charter of rights that imposes national standards on public policy.

Federalism in the classic sense is premised on what Hamish Telford describes as the

^compartmentalization of politics."^^ Contemporary political issues no longer can

be separated into 'water tight compartments'. Many of the issues that arise out of

Chca-ter-hosod. challenges cross over into multiple spheres ofjurisdiction that affect

every order of government. A charter chedlenge of a provision of a provincial law

that is intra vires of the province can boil over into a national debate and force the

hand of every government to act unwillingly, as inM v. H. or Vriend

Canadians have become deeply attached to the Charter. A recent survey has

shown that over ninety percent of Canadians view the Charter as important to the

national identity. ^^ The Charter, however, has become more than just a symbol of
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national pride and identity. Going back to the Ipsos Reid poll discussed in chapter

five, seventy percent of Canadians felt more comfortable entrusting the protection

of their rights and fi-eedoms to judges rather than Parliament or the provincial

legislatures, and since 1982, Canadians have used the Charter j&equently in defence

of their rights and fi-eedoms. The defeat of the Meech Lake Accord in particular

and the Charlottetown Accord to a somewhat lesser extent are cases in point ofhow

quickly the Charter has become entrenched in the minds of Canadians.

As Cairns states, "the public reactions to Meech Lake go beyond federalism

and reveal fimdamental disagreements over the very nature and purpose of the

constitution. The Charter brought new groups into the constitutional order and

enhanced the pre-existing constitutional status of Aboriginals. It was the 'people's

constitution' that bypassed governments and spoke directly to Canadians by

defining them as bearers of rights and accorded them specific constitutional

recognitions. The Charter reduced the relative status of governments in relation to

the constitution and strengthened the status of citizens. It encouraged citizens to

think of themselves as constitutional actors.^ ^ The reaction by citizens groups

toward the Meech Lake Accord was as much a challenge to the process as it was to

the substance ofthe proposed reforms. No longer were citizens groups willing to sit

idly by while the eleven first ministers sat behind closed doors, a privilege they had

enjoyed since Confederation, and together came up with a constitutional reform

package, especially one that compromised the rights of Canadians.

A quick look to our southern neighbour can teach us a few lessons about

their experience with a bill of rights and federalism. The United States government
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has shown that a bill of rights and federalism are compatible with some degrees of

success. It has for the most part been successful in balancing state interests with the

rights of the citizen. But, without getting into great detail, there are some key

differences and observations that can be made to help explain the success of the

American experience. For starters, as discussed in the introductory chapter, the

difference in structure of the American judicial system arguably plays a key role.

Second, the selection process of supreme court justices in the United States can be

considered as a contributing factor, hi particular, the states, via the US Senate, have

a voice in the selection process of potential justices through the confirmation

hearings. Finally, and likely the most significant difference, is the fimction of the

upper house of Congress, the United States Senate. ' ;^ ' s -^^ ' b^ j
-j :it •

.

.^ *t In Canada, there is no effective and functional forum for provincial

representation at the national level of government. From the beginnings of

Confederation, the Senate in Canada always has been a body of prime ministerial

patronage, a reward to the party faithful. The Senate was not and is not able to

function as a "house of provinces." Consequently, there are no institutions that

allow for regional and provincial concerns to be settled at the national level.

Even with the new Council of the Federation, there is no binding legal or

constitutional obligation for the federal government to listen. This contrasts greatly

with the style of the American Senate that represents all fifty states by way of

democratically elected Senators. Thus, state interests can be addressed effectively

from the centre ensuring a legitimate check on federal primacy. ' '^^ ^ -'
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Of course, these are not the only explanations, and nor are they proven facts.

The reasons for the successes of the American experience are far more complex and

intricate than what simply is stated here. However, they do offer a credible

explanation and provide a beginning into imderstanding why there has been tension

between an entrenched charter of rights and federalism in Canada. They also may

suggest a possible prediction ofhow federalism and government in Canada likely is

to evolve.

The consequences of the conflUicting relationship between federalism and the

Charter have resulted in the weakening of federalism in Canada. Likewise, the

more rights conscious Canadians connect to their constitution and their Charter, the

further federalism will be undermined. The judicialization of politics by nature is

adversarial and conflict driven. There is always a winner and a loser, where the

rights of the individual usually are won at the expense of the state or other citizen's

/ organized interests. Similarly, as the full impact of Charter jurisprudence begins

to be realized and felt, the clash between federalism and judicially enforced rights

will intensify, furthering the unstable coexistence within the constitutional order. In

just a short period of time, Canadian politiced discourse has been transformed from

the traditional federalism framework into a new era of rights discourse and a

growing rights consciousness. As the centralizing impact of the Charter grows, and

the provinces continue to lose control over their policy agenda, the conflicts

between the two orders of government likely will intensify, and the demands for

more powers by the provinces similarly will build up in an attempt to breathe new

relevance into federalism.
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Endnotes. -

1 In the text ofthe British North America, 1867, there are more than two hundred references to

government, and zero references to citizens.

2 Section 93 protected denominational schools and section 133 protected the use ofFrench or English

in Parliament and the legislature of the Province of Quebec, as well as in court proceedipgs in Canada
and Quebec.

3 Hodgev.K[lSS3]

4 The Quebec Charter ofHuman Rights was passed on June 27, 1975 by Robert Bourassa's Liberal

government.

5 Louis Balthazar, "Quebec and the Ideal Federalism" in Marcel Foumier, Michael Rosenberg, &
Deena White, eds. Quebec Society - Critical Issues (Scarborough: Prentice Hall Canada Inc, 1997), pg.

48-49.

6 Robert Ivan Martin, The Most Dangerous Branch - How the Supreme Court ofCanada has

Undermined Our Law and Our Democracy (Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press,

2003), pg. 103.

I A.G. (Que) V. Quebec Protestant School Boards [1984] 2 S.C.R, 66

8 UFCWLocal 1518 v. Kmart Canada Ltd. and Dunmore v. Ontario (a.g.) [1999] 2 S.C.R. 1083

9 Eldridge v. British Columbia (a.g). [1997] 3 S.C.R. 624

10 M.V.H. [1999] 2 S.C.R. 3

I I Vriendv. Alberta [1998] 1 S.C.R. 493

12 Fordv. Quebec [1988] 2 S.C.R. 712

13 Council ofthe Federation Website http://www.councilofihefederation.ca/ (accessed October 4,

2005)

14 Council ofthe Federation Founding Agreement (December 5, 2003)

15 The Council ofthe Federation, Work Plan 2004 ,

http://www. councilofihefederation. ca/kevinitiatives/workplarLhtml (accessed October 4, 2005)

16 Martin, pg. 96.

17 Andr6 Burelle, "The Council ofthe Federation: From a Defensive to a Partnership Approach"

Constructive and Co-operative Federalism? A Series ofCommentaries on the Council ofthe

Federation (Published by the Institute of Intergovernmental Relations, Queens University, 2003.)

18 Hamish Telford, "Expanding the Partnership: The Proposed Council of the Federation and the

Challenge of Glocalization" Constructive and Co-operative Federalism? A Series ofCommentaries on

the Council ofthe Federation (Published by the Institute of Intergovernmental Relations, (Queens

University, 2003.)
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19 The exact question asked by Environics is "How important are each ofAe following to the

Canadian Identity: Bilingualism, Multiculturalism, the Charter of Rights?" In 2003, the most recent

year in v^liich the question was asked, 75% stated tiie Charter was "very ImportanT v/bUe 18% stated it

was "somewhat important" (Source: Environics Research Group, internet accessed December 15,

2005)

http:/Avww. acs-aec. ca/Polls/Poll38.pdf

20 Alain C. Cairns, "Citizens (Outsiders) and Governments (Insiders) in Constituti(Hi-Making: The
Case ofMeech Lak^ in Canadian Public Policy XVI sl21-145, 1988. pg. 122.

21 Ibid.

22 Bob Rae, "Some Personal Reflections on the Council ofthe Federation" Constructive and Co-
operative Federalism? A Series ofCommentaries on the Council ofthe Federation (Published by Ac
Institute of Intergovernmental Relations, Queens University, 2003.)












